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SUMMARY
Rotationally averaged polarizabilities and intrinsic electric dipole moments of sodium
clusters are measured and reported. The experimental method is a molecular beam deec-
tion. Our precision is the highest (<5%) and the range of the cluster sizes is the broadest
to date (Na10  Na300). Compared to the earlier measurements, our data covers all sizes
with no gaps up to the largest cluster. The ne structure in the polarizability curve is
previously unobserved. We have carefully ruled out several possible explanations. And we
nd an earlier existing theory could explain the facts but will lead to magic numbers which
were not seen in some previous experiments. A detailed theory is needed to understand the
behaviors we see.
Intrinsic electric dipole moments (EDMs) of sodium clusters are probed to answer the
intriguing question: Do metal clusters develop electric dipole moments like molecules? Some
theories have predicted the existence of EDM in ground state sodium clusters and gave their
magnitudes. We put upper bounds on the EDM of sodium clusters and nd that they are
orders of magnitude smaller than the predictions. This provokes an interesting question:
how can one dene metallicity in metal clusters?
Our measurements are performed at cryogenic temperature 20 Kelvin. At this temper-




The broadest denition of a cluster is simply an assembly of atoms or molecules. Nonethe-
less clusters exhibit very unique properties di¤erent from those of atoms, molecules and bulk
condensed systems. For example, when studying the electronic structure of the metal clus-
ters, physicists discovered certain metal cluster sizes were especially stable, and called these
stable clusters magic number clusters[59]. Even some non-magnetic bulk materials de-
velop magnetic order when their size becomes small enough, like Rh and Pt clusters[30][71].
Small gold clusters have a special planar structure, contrary to what would be expected from
minimization of their surface energy[47]. Also the shell structure of metal clusters and the
analogy with the periodic table suggests the possibility of a cluster chemistry, where metal
clusters of di¤erent size have di¤erent valences. These have been called superatoms, and
there is currently much research into the construction of materials using clusters as building
blocks[55][89]. These novel physical and chemical properties are always dependent on the
length scale of the objects. We can therefore control the grain size to vary the physical and
chemical properties of these small clusters. Research on clusters has potential applications
in nano-device fabrication, energy development, environmental protection, chemical and
medical engineering, and material science.
Though they are di¤erent from the bulk in many ways, the cohesive forces that hold a
cluster together are essentially the same as those of the bulk. The mechanisms of cluster
bonding include van der Waals (noble gas clusters), ionic bonds, hydrogen bonding, and
metallic bonding (for alkali and transition metal clusters). The number of the constituent
atoms in a cluster in a molecular beam typically ranges from 2 to tens of thousands. The
sizes of these objects are in the sub-nanometer to nanometer scale. We sometimes represent
clusters as very small miniatures cut from a bulk material. In fact, most properties of bulk
do manifest themselves in some form in small clusters, for example, ferromagnetism[16],
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phase transitions[43], and plasma resonances[97]. When the length scale or the physical
dimension of a object becomes small enough, the energy bands will become discrete (see
Figure 5). This leads to novel quantum properties in clusters. In addition, due to the high
surface-to-volume ratio at small sizes, surface e¤ects play an increasingly important role
in the properties of clusters (e.g. the vibrational spectrum[109]). By studying clusters
characteristics and their variation with size, one can understand the emergence of physical
bulk properties starting from a single atom, a task which was previously possible only
theoretically.
Historically the term clustershas been used to describe collections of molecules on a
surface, complexes existing in a liquid or condensed phase, large inorganic and organometal-
lic complexes, as well as isolated assemblies in the gas phase. The objects we discuss in this
thesis are gas phase clusters in a beam where they experience no collisions.
1.1 Metal Clusters
We begin this thesis with a look back into the rich history of metal clusters. The following
example is quoted from the book of Ekardt[37] (1999):
The Victoria and Albert Museum in London has on display a glass drinking
cup that was manufactured during the later years of the Roman Empire. Its
shining colors of red and yellow are an early and very beautiful example of an
artistic and commercial application of cluster science. It is also a ne example
of how the properties of nely dispersed matter change with size. The golden
color of Au changes if the gold particles become small enough.
The glass makers of ancient days did not know, of course, what produced the
shining colors, but they knew from experiment that if metal salts were mixed
into the hot glass it would result in a brilliant coloration. Metal atoms become
mobile in the hot glass, and if they meet during their di¤usive motion they will
stick together and form that we call today a cluster. The process was employed
over the centuries for making colored glass, and is still in use today. It was only
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Figure 1: This antique engraved Czechoslovakian glass shows color produced by colloidal
suspensions. When gold is in metallic colloidal form, as in the 10-nm-diameter particles
in "ruby glass", the "Mie scattering theory" has to be used to explain the unexpected red
color illustrated. Ref. www.webexhibits.org
in 1908 that Gustav Mie showed that the beautiful colors are due to resonantly
enhanced light-scattering. A microscopic understanding of the process had to
wait for the theory pioneered by Ekardt and the experiments of the Knights
group. These seminal works gave new impetus to the eld of metal cluster
science in 1984.
The above quotation presents a fascinating application of clusters by the ancients. Of
course nowadays people can obtain much more colorful stains due to better control on sizes,
see Figure 2. This means we can manipulate the properties of a cluster by varying its size.
In a metal cluster the atoms are held together just like the bulk metal, by the delocal-
ization of the valence electrons, or simply metallic bonding. However due to the nite size
of a metal cluster, the energy bands become discrete states. This is illustrated in Figure 3
where energy levels of an atom and a bulk material are shown. Metal clusters should appear
somewhere in the middle. Due to the surface roughness of these small objects, we can treat
this surface disorder as a random perturbation and statistically describe the distribution of
energy levels as well as the dependence of this distribution of the particle size[64].
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Figure 2: Di¤erent sized quantum dot nanoparticles are shown above, rst in ultraviolet
light and then in ambient light. The length of the synthesis reaction determines particle
size. Unlike the metal clusters in the cup these solutions contain semiconductor CdSe
clusters. Their size increases from left to right. The color depends on the size. From Ref.
www.webexhibits.org
Figure 3: As the number of neighboring atoms increases, the spacing between the energy
levels decreases. More overlap occurs and bands of low and high energy replace the distinct
energy levels. As more atoms combine, the distance between the two bands decreases, the
band gap decreases. From Ref. http://www.webexhibits.org/
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In 1984 Knights group discovered important characteristic electronic structures in alkali
metal clusters[59] and opened up another era of cluster science. They observed the e¤ect
of bunching of energy levels of the free alkali metal clusters in the abundance spectrum,
the so-called electronic shell structure (See Section 2.3 for an introduction on this e¤ect.).
The energy levels resembled those of electrons in a spherical well. In fact there is a close
analogy between the energy levels in a cluster and those in a nucleus: the energy levels of a
nucleus also organize into shells (will be discussed later in Section 2.3). After this discovery,
cluster physics developed rapidly. See [32] for a review. The eld is still evolving and
progressing today. In this thesis we will carefully examine the interaction of the electronic
shell structures with the physical observables we measured.
Figure 4: The approximate spherical symmetry of the cluster imposes a DOS with pro-
nounced level bunching. This graph present the electronic levels in three di¤erent kinds of
central potential that one can approach to the real cluster case. (three-dimentional spherical
potential wells). From Ref. [32].
Historically, clusters were rst studied when embedded in a matrix (e.g. glass or noble
gas matrix) or deposited on a substrate, and this already led to an understanding of the
importance of the quantum size e¤ect in metal particles[48]. However in this way one would
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not be able to look at the properties of a pure (or bare) cluster, because cluster-substrate or
matrix interaction inevitably and uncontrollably distorts the pure particle properties. To
study freeclusters, one has to eliminate all collisions.
Study of free clusters was made possible by development of molecular beam methods,
by Stern and Gerlach[41], Rabi[87], Ramsey[88], and the other researchers (see Section 3.3).
The conditions of atomic condensation were studied extensively since then, originally for the
purpose of avoiding unwanted cluster formation in atomic and molecular beam studies[45].
Now various metal clusters can be reliably and e¢ ciently produced.
Characterizing the dielectric properties is an important step towards understanding the
physics of metal clusters. A direct and easy way is to observe the response of a cluster
when an external electric eld is applied. The response is due to the electric polarizability
and susceptibility of the metal cluster. In order to continue the previous sodium cluster
polarizability studies, we performed more extended measurements with a better accuracy,
a broader size range and a continuous measurement in size. Surprisingly, we had experi-
mentally observed or conrmed, in the polarizability curve of sodium clusters, an earlier
theoretical prediction. And we had found that related e¤ects were actually already seen
(or revealed itself) in the separation energy of sodium clusters (vacuum evaporation exper-
iment). These will be thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4.1.1.
In the bulk metal, metallicity is dened as absence of gap at Fermi level between the
conduction band and valence band. Now we know that the energy discretization of the
quantum size e¤ect [QSE] will cause a strong size-dependence energy gap at EF , with
certain well-dened sizes exhibiting substantial gaps. We will show that some metal clus-
ters have non-metallic characteristics. This provokes the questions whether metal clusters
possess electric dipole moment or not. Does the screening ability of the delocalized valence
electrons still exist under this small size. Here we specically address this question, whether
sodium clusters possess electric dipole moments. These experiments test theories that have
predicted large electric dipole moments in the sodium clusters[99].
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Figure 5: Illustrative energy levels and DOS of bulk, and of three nite small sys-
tems: a quantum well(2-dimension), a quantum wire(1-dimension) and a quantum dot(0-




2.1 Classical Conducting Triaxial Ellipsoid
To understand the rotational averaged polarizability of metal clusters, we need to rst
introduce the general theory of the polarizability of a metal cluster.
A simple model for the polarizability of a cluster is a conducting triaxial ellipsoid. Lets
look at the problem of the induced charge distribution of an ungrounded conducting sphere
in an uniform electric external eld. This is a classical electrostatics problem that can be
solved in many ways. (Laplaces Equation, Method of Images, Greens Function for the
sphere, etc.[52][68]) I simply write down the relevant results here. The electric potential








where R is the radius of the sphere, (r; ) is the vector position in polar coordinates, and




jr=R = 30E0 cos  (2)
And the total electric dipole p and the corresponding polarizability  in S.I. units
p = 40E0R
3 = E0 (3)
 = 40R
3 ( in S.I. units, Cm2V 1) (4)
Note that in cgs units the isotropic polarizability of a conducting sphere is just R3:
























Figure 6: A conducting ellipsoid in an uniform electric eld along the longest principal axis
a.
What about a conducting triaxial ellipsoid? The generic form of the polarizability of a












( in CGS unit, Å3) (8)
where i denotes the x; y; z direction chosen to be the three principle axes, a, b and c
are the principal radii of the triaxial ellipsoid, and Ni is the depolarization factor that
depends only on the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. (Principle axes are along the eigenvectors
of polarizability tensor: these are the axes along which the cluster can rotate freely without









(a2 + t) (b2 + t) (c2 + t)
(9)
where j = a; b; c in order when i = x; y; z. Ni has been calculated and tabulated and can be
found in many places[81][6][91][7][5][39]. From the denition one can prove that Ni satises
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the following relation X
i=x;y;z
Ni = 1 (10)
So the induced dipole moment will be (under the body frame coordinate)
*











One can see that the induced dipole does not need to be in the same direction with the
applied eld. The o¤-diagonal contribution in the diagonalized polarizability tensor for
metal clusters is generally small and can be taken as zero[24].
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,for a sphere (14)
Here " is the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. Figures 7 and 8 plot the contribution 1Nz in the
polarizability Eq. 7.
The rotational average polarizability avg is dened as the trace of the polarizability
















We will later show this is the quantity that relates to the experimental observable (as














the e¤ect of a non-sphericity to the polarizability. They are plotted in Figures 9 and 10.
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polarizability, assuming volume is xed.
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From this one knows that a deformation away from a sphere can lead to an increase in
average polarizability measured in experiment. The amount of increase in the polarizability
is related to the amount of deformation of the object. These classical expressions will be
further developed and utilized in the following sections.
The depolarization factor is sometimes quoted in the following form[39].
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>1, prolate) (18)
here  is the ratio of the longitudinal (polar) axis to the transverse (equatorial) axis ca .












We will return to this in the Results section to utilize this formula.





1 + (  1)Ni
(in S.I. unit) (20)
where  is the dielectric constant[20][67]. It is therefore no surprise that avg depends on
the geometry of the object; as will be further explained, one can infer that the spatial
shape of the screening electron cloud determines to a large extent the value of the static
polarizability of a metal cluster.
2.2 Molecular Polarizability and Electric Susceptibility
2.2.1 Harmonic Bound Charges (electrons and ions)
The polarization of a collection of atoms or molecules can arise in two ways:[52]
1. The applied eld distorts the charge distributions and so produces an induced dipole
moment in each molecule;
2. The applied eld tends to line up the initially randomly oriented permanent dipole
moments of the molecules.
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The rst contribution can be approximated by harmonically bound charges. A set of









where !i are the frequency of oscillation about equilibrium for ith oscillator. This result
can be applied to an electron cloud that is bound in a harmonic potential. This is a good
approximation for a metal cluster as shown later. For the second contribution, for molecules
with a permanent dipole moment p0 which can be oriented in any direction in space. In the
absence of a eld, thermal agitation keeps the molecules randomly oriented so that there
is no net dipole moment. With an applied eld the average dipole moment along the eld







(for a derivation see Appendix A). The orientation polarization depends inversely on the
temperature. In general both types of polarization, induced (electronic and ionic) and
orientation, are present, and the general form of the molecular polarization is






[52]. So the electric susceptibility consists of the polarizability, the Langevin-Debye con-
tribution of dipole moment (second term). An important feature is that this suggest that
experimentally we can separate the dipole contribution via the 1=T temperature depen-
dence. We will discuss in depth in the theory section.
2.2.2 Quantum Mechanical Description
If we approximate a metal cluster with a harmonic oscillator potential containing many
electrons, we can rst calculate the single-particle electron wavefunction and nd its po-
larizability. Then similar to Eq. 21 this can be further extended to the polarizability of
the entire cluster if we consider the valence electrons to be non-interacting, and if we ne-
glect clusters core ions polarizabilities. (For a sodium atom the s-electron provides about
98% of the its atomic polarizability.) It can be shown that all possible linear combinations
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of the harmonic oscillator single particle eigenstates, properly normalized, give the total
polarizability[80].
From a quantum mechanical point of view, the polarizability of a substance is related
to the excitation energies of the system (which in a cluster this will depend on shape
















where Wp is the pth moment of the dipole oscillator strength jh0 jzjnij2 for a system with
ground state j0 > and excited state jn >. The second sum rule is the well-known Thomas-
Reiche-Kuhn sum rule for oscillator strengths for N electrons.
Figure 11: Metal surface charge density simulation by Kohn and Lang[69]. Graph showing
charge density without external electric eld n(x) and induced charge density distribution
-nd(x) with external electric eld. One can clearly see the enhancement of electron spillout
due to the screening of electron clouds at the surface. From Ref. [69].
On a bulk metal surface, the electron charge density has been well studied and un-
derstood. We know that the electrons always extend beyond the metal surface to some
extent (this is called an electron spillout) and inside the metal the charge density has an
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Figure 12: Predicted perturbed dipole density -nd(x) for neutral spheres with r2=2 con-
taining N=70 and 92 electrons. The dashed curve is the corresponding perturbed density
for a plane surface. One can tell that the Friedel oscillation is altered from the bulk surface
(dash line) due to nite size e¤ect. From Ref. [11].
oscillating component (Friedel oscillation)[52][70]. (See Figure 11) With an external electric
eld presents, the electron spillout will also response to the eld and this gives rise to the
enhancement in the polarization. We will show later, as the size of the bulk metal becomes
smaller, the electron spillout will further be modied due to the quantum size e¤ect[11].
Figure 12 illustrates the perturbed charge densities of two neutral spheres with di¤erent
number of electrons compared with that of a metal surface. Clearly a classical picture of
a conducting sphere or triaxial ellipsoid is not enough to explain the experimental results
for small clusters. One has to take the electron spillout and the quantum mechanical ef-
fects into account[11][36][86]. A good approximation is to treat the electronic spillout as a
function of size (N), with N the number of atoms. Assuming a conducting alkali metal
cluster with a spherical shape with N metal atoms the polarizability can be written as
(N) = 4"0 (R+ )
3 where R is the classical radius. So the polarizability is enhanced due
to the electronic spillout . We will come back to this point later, but rst if we assert this,
then following Eq. 20, for a dielectric triaxial ellipsoid, the polarizability can be written as
[57][20]
i = (40)
(a+ ) (b+ ) (c+ )
3
  1
1 + (  1)Ni
(S.I.) (26)
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If a physical property depends on its surface, then as the size gets smaller, surface-to-
volume ratio SV becomes larger. For a sphere with radius R, the physical property per





 1R . So this physical property can be expected to scale
inversely with the size. As shown later, the polarizability per atom of metal clusters we are
interested in essentially follows this global trend.
2.2.3 Electric Susceptibility and Electric Dipole Moment (EDM)
The relation between the macroscopic electric displacement D and polarization P is
D = 0F + P = F (27)
where F is the static external electric eld. The polarization P can be expressed as
P = 0eF (28)
and this denes the electric susceptibility e of a substance. So the dielectric constant
 = 0 (1 + e). Here F and P is the macroscopic average elds and dipole density. We use
the continuum approximation for the dielectric material and neglect atomic-scale behaviors
as is usually done. Next, the Clausius-Mossoti relation relates the macroscopic polarizability














For a conductor e !1, so that  becomes V 43  R
3.
Alternatively one can also start from the perturbation theory of the Stark e¤ect: one
applies an external, static electric eld F and expands the total energy Estark up to second
order in F. The coe¢ cient of the quadratic term is the polarizability.








 F2 + ::: (30)
This energy shift due to the external electric eld is the Stark energy. The rst coe¢ cient
of the linear eld correspond to the permanent electric dipole moment of the medium. The
second coe¢ cient is the polarizability tensor of the media which gives the induced electric
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The electric polarization P is equal to the electric susceptibility  times F . When
there is no permanent electric dipole, P is usually expressed as a Taylor series in F whose


















ijklFjFkFl + :::; (32)
where (1) is the linear susceptibility, (2) gives the Pockels e¤ect, and (3) gives the Kerr
e¤ect. In our case we only need to consider the linear term, because the higher order
terms are only important in very intense electric eld application and will be more suitably
described in the eld of nonlinear crystal optics. In a homogeneous linear and isotropic
dielectric medium, the polarization is aligned with, and proportional to the electric eld F .
In an anisotropic material, the polarization and the eld are not necessarily in the same
direction. Then, the ith component of the polarization is related to the jth component of
the electric eld, and the medium is nonlinear. So in this thesis we only consider the linear
response of the susceptibility and isotropic polarization, which is an excellent approximation.
The susceptibility is also a function of the frequency ! of the applied eld. When the
eld is an arbitrary function of time t, the polarization is a convolution of the Fourier
transform of (!) with the F (t). This reects the fact that the dipoles in the material
cannot respond instantaneously to the applied eld, and causality considerations lead to
the Kramers-Kronig relations which relate real and imaginary parts of . In this thesis,
static eld is used so ! = 0. This is an excellent approximation for frequencies ! well below
the plasma frequency. (When the cluster enters the eld, however, it does experience a
ramping fringe eld, we will turn back to this in the experiment section.)







*p  0E (33)
where  0 is the ground state wavefunction. For tops with inversion symmetry it vanishes
thus they do not possess rst order Stark e¤ect in ground state. S-state atoms in its ground
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state have this property and thus element atoms can not possess any permanent electric
dipole moment[25].
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where  0k, E
(0)
k are the kth order unperturbed wavefunction and eigen-energy respectively.
The denition of the electric dipole moment (EDM) is p =
Z
r (r) dV where r and 
are the position and density of the charges. The unit of EDM is the electronic charge unit
times the length unit. The electronic charge unit in cgs system is statcoulomb (statC) or
franklin (Fr) or electrostatic unit of charge (esu). So the unit of EDM can be in statCm,
esuÅ, Coulombmeter (SI) or Debye. The relations between di¤erent units are given below
1 statC = 1 esu = 1 Fr (36)
1 Coulomb = 10 (speed of light) statC (37)
1 statC = 1 esu = 3:33564 10 10 Coulomb (38)
1 Debye  10 10 statC  1 Å = 3.33564 10 30 Coulomb meter (39)
In cluster science EDM is conventionally expressed in Debye. The denition of Debye is the
dipole moment magnitude of 10 10 statC charges separated by 1 Å. Typical dipole moments
for simple diatomic molecules are in the range of 0 to 11 Debye. The charge anisotropy in the
water molecule cause it to possess a dipole moment of 1.85 Debye. Electric beam deections
of water molecules have been measured by Kresin[79]. Gas phase potassium bromide, KBr,
has a dipole moment of 10.5 D. Homonucleus ozone molecule O3 has a dipole moment of
0.53 Debye (see Figure 13). The expectation value (physical observable) of EDM of a polar
molecule in its ground state, without external eld, is always zero due to the rotational
symmetry in its ground state wavefunction. In order to observe the EDM we need to apply
an perturbed external eld[25].
Can homonucleus metal cluster possess electric dipole moment like molecules do? In
a neutral metal cluster, if the cluster lacks inversion symmetry, it seems possible to have
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Figure 13: Color representation of the electronic charge transfer of the homonucleus mole-
cule ozone.(upper gure) Due to its sp2 hybridization bonding nature of the center atom
(lower gure), it is a polar molecule with a dipole moment of 0.5337 D. From Ref. Wikipedia.
Figure 14: An guessed illustration of the center of masses of the electron cloud and of the
ionic cores for a metal cluster.
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di¤erent center of masses for the delocalized electron clouds and for the core ions
p =
Z
r (r) dr (40)
=
Z
r++ (r+) dr+ +
Z
r   (r ) dr  (41)
= rCMions  (+Q) + rCMelectrons  ( Q) 6= 0 (42)
after minimizing their total energy. This will lead to an electric dipole moment. Profes-
sor Greiner etc. had theoretically predicted the existence of EDM in alkali sodium metal
clusters in their ground state[99], using all-electron ab initio theoretical method based on
the Hartree-Fock approximation, density functional theory, and perturbation theory. The
results are replotted in Figure 15. In the bulk phase the delocalized electrons screen electric
elds (Thomas-Fermi screening)[56]. It will be interesting to know to what degree the metal
cluster inherent this screening property from the bulk metal. In other words, how does the
metallicity of metal cluster develop as the size gets smaller and how does it relate to the
screening e¤ect?[31]
2.3 Electronic Shell Structure and Magic Numbers of Simple
Metal Clusters
The polarizabilities of metal clusters depend on their electronic structures. So rst we
discuss the electronic shell structure of simple metal clusters. Simple metals include the
alkalis. In the bulk, these are the so-called free (or nearly-free) electron metals. It is found
that the outer-shell valence electrons form a delocalized sea of conduction electrons, with a
characteristic approximately spherical Fermi surface. Their interaction with the lattice of
the remaining ion cores can be ignored to a good approximation or taken into account by
means of a residual pseudopotential.
In simple metal clusters the same electron-delocalized phenomenon in general occurs:
the electrons delocalize to form an electron cloud. The motion of the delocalized valence
electrons is reminiscent of a particle in a box quantummechanical problem. When we conne
electrons into a specic three dimensional potential well, we can solve the Schrödinger
equation for the eigenenergies, as is shown in Fig. 18 with three di¤erent types of potential
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Figure 15: Dipole moments of the optimized ground state neutral sodium clusters (blue
circle) as a function of cluster size calculated by the DFT method[99]. For some clusters,
more than one isomer has been considered (green square and yellow triangle). Figure is
regenerated from [99].
wells: harmonic, intermediate and square well. Also shown in Fig. 18 is the degeneracy
of each angular state or level. The model predicts that when a degenerate energy level
is fully lled with electrons (a closed shell), the cluster will be more stable compared to
the open-shell ones (not fully lled with electrons), similar to the atomic discrete energy
levels where the noble gases are most stable when considering their chemical properties.
This e¤ect has been experimentally observed[56]. As mentioned before, clusters with an
energy level lled with electrons (a full shell) are called magic numbers clusters. This
simple metal cluster property is the electronic shell structure. Electronic levels in simple
metal clusters closely represent the eigenenergies of an intermediate (between harmonic and
square) potential well.
There is a strong and intriguing analogy between the physics of a metal cluster and that
of a nucleus. In a densely packed nucleus, a nucleon moves in an e¤ective potential created
by all the forces of the other nucleons. This leads to energy levels resemblances to those
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Figure 16: Upper gure: high temperature mass spectrum of sodium clusters. Magic-
number clusters are more abundant (more stable) than the others. Bottom gure: theoret-
ical prediction. From Ref. [59].
Figure 17: Low-lying energy levels of a nuleus in a single-particle shell model with a modied
oscillator potential without spin-orbit (left) and with spin-orbit (right, the Nilsson model)
interaction. The number to the right of a level indicates its degeneracy, (2j+1). The boxed
integers indicate the magic numbers. Figures source: Hyperphysics.com.
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discrete energy levels in a square well or a harmonic oscillator potential in a metal cluster.
See Figure 17. In a metal cluster, similar e¤ect occur, each valence electron sees an e¤ective
potential created by all the other valence electrons and all the core ions, and as a result
shell structure in the energy levels forms. In both cases we are dealing with a nite-sized
system of identical Fermi particles in a quantum well.
Figure 18: Energy level quantization for electrons conned in three di¤erent kinds of cen-
tral potential (harmonic, intermidiate and square wall three-dimentional spherical potential
wells). A metal clusters energy levels actually resemble this. From Ref. [32].
The electronic shell structure was discovered in experimental mass abundance spectra in
sodium clusters [59], where a shell structure causes close shell clusters to be more stable than
others. (Please refer to Figure 16) Notice that the high intensities or counts corresponding
to the closed shells clusters occur at 8, 20, 40 and 58. A theoretical prediction of the mass
spectrum is also in the gure.
Later, evidence of the shell structure was also found in the mass abundance spectra of
potassium[58], copper, silver and gold[54]. BjØrnholm was able to conrm that all magic
numbers were found for N 6 1000[17]. In 1991, TP Martin was able to take mass spectra for
sodium clusters for up to 22000 atoms, with the remarkable result that all magic numbers
N 6 15000 could be explained within the framework of the electron connement model[83].
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It is only for even larger N that mass anomalies could be related to atomic rearrangements
(Page 9 in [37]).
Table 1: Experimental observed magic numbers and the theoretical prediction.
Experiment Theory (Na)
Shell n Ag Au Cs Na Wood-Saxon Jellium LDA
0 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 8 8 8 8 8 8
2 20 20 18/20 20 20 18/20
3 40 34 34/40 40 40 34/40
4 58 58 58 58 58 58
5 92    92 92 92 92
6 138    138 138 138 138
7 (198)    1982 196 198 186/196
8 2635 2604 254/268 254
9 3415 3444 338 338
10 4435 4402 440 440
11 5575 5588 562 556
12 70015 694 676
13 84015 832 832
14 104015 1012
Experimentally observed magic numbers of several metal clusters are shown in Table 1.
The table is regenerated from [18][17]. Just as in the nuclear case, when compared with
the theoretically predicted magic numbers (for the intermediate potential), we immediately
observe correspondences and also some discrepancies. For instance, between N = 58 and
N = 92 there should be more shell closings (N = 68 or 70), and between N = 92 and N =
138 there should be another shell closings (N = 106). They actually do not produce magic
numbers in the abundance experiment. This gave rise to the conclusion that the closing
of a spherical shell is a necessary but not su¢ cient condition for the existence of magic
numbers[17]. In fact, BjØrnholm proposed each spherical shell comprises several l values
and a new shell closing only appears whenever the radius of the cluster has been increment
by a characteristic length, equal to about 0.5 times the Wigner-Seitz radius[17]. Besides,
the positions of shell closings may vary from one element to the next.
The ionization potentials (IPs) also show a transition from atomic to bulk-like behavior.
Measurements of IPs in sodium, potassium [60] and also silver [1] show high values for small
clusters and a downward trend towards the bulk work function as size increases(which is the
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bulk limit). See Figure 19. More importantly it shows the size dependent variations that
can be interpreted by considering the electronic shell structure. The main lesson learned
from the study of these simple metal clusters is that electronic properties are dominated by
the delocalized valence electrons.
Figure 19: Ionization potentials measurements on sodium and potassium clusters reveals
the electronic shell structure. The general trend gradually decreases as a function of size
and approaches the bulk work function. From Ref. [32].
Similar evidence of shell structure is found in polarizability of alkali clusters and this
will be discussed in this thesis (see Figure 61 and discussion therein).
2.3.0.1 Van der Waals clusters
It is worth mentioning some other magic numbersin cluster science. They appear in the
clusters whose constituent atoms are bonded by weak van der Waals forces. This includes the
noble gas clusters (ArN , KrN , XeN ), C60 fullerene clusters (C60)N and aggregates of closed
shell molecules, like (I2)N , (N2)N , (CO2)N and (SF6)N . The bond strength is about 0.1 eV
per atom. (Compared to metal clusters binding energy of 1eV per atom.) Due to the weak
force the clusters can be modeled by central pair forces and because of this the most stable
cluster structures are those with high atomic density, with a close packing arrangement
in structure. This includes the well-studied MacKay icosahedral family shown in Figure
20. The icosahedron packing nature of Van der Waals clusters had been experimentally
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conrmed[50][2][53]. Scientist have found evidence of icosahedron packing nature of ions
in metal clusters[93][43][46][84]. And we will carefully look for evidence of this kind in our
polarizability measurements of sodium clusters.
Figure 20: In 1962, Mackay presented a family of icosahedral structures as a dense non-
crystallographic packing of eqaul spheres. In his report, Mackay showed that clusters
containing certain magic numbersof identical atoms may form compact, nearly spherical
structures with surfaces that are nearly close-packed. Each of these icosahedral structures
is composed of 20 fused, distorted tetrahedra. From Ref. [72].












where  is the depth of the potential well. The long range attraction r 6 part is from the
induced dipole - induced dipole interaction.
2.4 Earlier Works on Polarizability and EDM of Sodium
Metal Cluster
2.4.1 Static Dipole Polarizability
Static Dipole Polarizability is one of the most straightforward dielectric properties that can
be measured using the beam deection methods. Electric beam deection measurement
of free alkali metal atomic clusters have been performed by two groups[100][4]. There are
other indirect methods to extract cluster polarizabilities, such as; photo-absorption[92], and
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PES (photoelectron spectroscopy)[10]. We will compare our result with these measurements
later on. The earlier results are collected and graphed in Figure 21.
Figure 21: The previously measured  is plotted. Figure is a courtesy from [100] (A oven
cluster source. Vapor temperature 873 K. Argon carrier gas with a pressure of 600-620
kPa. Nozzle diameter is 75 m (with supersonic expansion) and temperature of clusters is
measured to be 1093K.)
The previous theoretical calculations of the polarizabilities of alkali clusters outnum-
ber those of the experiments. For a review on the theoretical works, see [20][22]. Earlier
polarizability theory tends to underestimate the experimentally measured values. Vari-
ous corrections have been proposed to deal with these discrepancies, but the discrepancies
remain unresolved. Recent theoretical work has addressed the possibility of a strong inu-
ence of metal cluster temperature on the polarizability[19][65]. However this still needs an
experimental test.
In the current work, with an extended size range, better precision, and a continuous
measurement in size, we further observed several unpredicted features. The polarizability
per atom versus the size, that we will present, shows new well-dened oscillations which
are not resolved previously. Besides, the local minima and maxima corresponds to the
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magic numbers predicted simply by the spherical jellium model[86][35]. This suggests that
the spherical electronic shell structure actually dominates the polarizability and causes
oscillations between specic minima and maxima.
The polarizabilities of the element atoms from the periodic table is plotted in Figure
22. As explained in atomic physics the polarizability of the element with same principal
quantum number is the largest when a new shell is starting to ll (the alkalis). This can be
seen in the gure as the high values in polarizability. While adding one more proton, the
nuclear charge of the atom will increase. An increased nuclear charge means the nucleus
attracts the same energy level electrons more to it hence the extent of the electrons cloud of
the atom decreases. This will go on until the next electronic level is reached. The electronic
structure is also seen in the IPs of the element atoms (Figure 23).
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Figure 22: Polarizability of all the elements on the periodic table. The trend can be
explained by considering the radius of the atom. Generally speaking, as the atomic number
increases along each row of the periodic table, the additional electrons go into the same
outermost shell; whose radius gradually contracts, due to the increasing nuclear charge. In
a noble gas, the outermost shell is completely lled; therefore, the additional electron of
next alkali metal will go into the next outer shell, accounting for the sudden increase in the
atomic radius. (The increasing nuclear charge is partly counterbalanced by the increasing
number of electrons, a phenomenon that is known as shielding; which explains why the size
of atoms usually increases down each column.)




Clusters have been studied with various techniques. Free clusters in the gas phase have the
advantage of being isolated from any substrate and remain in a non-interacting state, so the
intrinsic properties of the pure cluster can be investigated. The well developed molecular
beam methods allow us to probe the free clusters with no interactions except for our probe.
This aspect is important to fundamental physics because it serves as a great test bed to
examine existing theories. We will describe the key components of the molecular beam
method and its basic principles.
3.1 Molecular Beam Method
Deection experiments on a atom beam can date back to Stern-Gerlach (SG) experiments
of 1920s[41], where di¤erent spin states of silver atoms split in an inhomogeneous magnetic
eld. In similar principles, atomic cluster beam formation was observed in 1956 using a
low-temperature supersonic hydrogen beam [BEC56]. Here instead of sending a beam of
silver atoms through a magnetic eld, we send a beam of atomic clusters through an electric
eld.
The apparatus and its main components are displayed in Figure 24. The principles
of the experiment are briey described here and each component is discussed in detail in
the following sections. A neutral cluster is produced in a source and is sent through an
inhomogeneous electric eld. The cluster deects due to the electric eld. The electric eld
causes polarization. The resulting dipole then interacts with the eld gradient which exerts
a force on the cluster and deects it.
The deection is measured and we extract the clusters electric polarizability. The
detection of the deection will be discussed in Section . In reality an ensemble of clusters
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Figure 24: A look at the whole apparatus. From Ref. [80].
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Figure 25: Schematic of the trajectories of a free cluster when it passes through the inho-
mogeneous electric eld. (eld on and eld o¤; the deection is d.)
is used to increase the intensity. Now we explain each component of the apparatus.
3.2 The Production of Gas Phase Clusters
3.2.1 Cluster Generation: Pulsed Vaporization within An Inert Gas Flow
To obtain gas-phase clusters, vapor condensation of the metal element is employed. The
goal is to form a region where a supersaturated atomic vapor of the material is produced. A
pulsed laser beam is tightly focused onto a small surface of the bulk metal to generate a hot
plasma plume. The vaporized metal is supersaturated and is unstable to the condensation
of clusters[28].
To enhance the production of clusters, the laser vaporization takes place within a pulsed
cold inert gas ow. The inert bu¤er gas cools the produced supersaturated atomic gas[82].
The bu¤er gas also takes away the condensation heat of the just-formed cluster and therefore
stabilizes it against evaporation. So that the inert gas facilitates the growth of clusters[95].
(For a nucleation theory, see [74][95][82])
The ablation laser is a frequency-doubled neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet
(Nd:YAG) pulsed laser focused on to a rod of the metal material under investigation. Va-
porization involves the transfer of approximately 10 mJ of tightly focused laser energy onto
the metal sample in an area of 0.005 mm2 (Rayleigh waist of a focused Gaussian beam:
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Figure 26: Cluster source layout used in this experiment. Laser vaporization sources
produce pure and mixed clusters of most elements. A traditional oven source (or seeded
expansion source) is limited to metals with a low boiling point (alkali, etc.)
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D ) in about 10 ns to generate a hot plasma (~10,000 K). About 10
16 atoms will
be removed from the surface. The hot plasma mixes with the cryogenically cooled helium
gas pulse in a chamber in the source, causing cluster formation as discussed next.
3.2.2 Growth of Clusters at Low Temperature
The inert bu¤er gas is cryogenically cooled to a temperature of 20 Kelvin before it is injected
into the ablation area. Clusters can be produced in a source that can be cryogenically cooled
to 10 K using a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (Sumitomo Inc.). It is routinely operated
at temperature 20 K. With a low-temperature inert-gas background there is essentially no
evaporation and the abundance spectrum of clusters reects that of a statistical nucleation
event (thus can be compared with the abundance spectra from high temperature source,
see Fig. 29). In other words, at low temperature, the atoms aggregate into clusters. From
the nucleation and growth theory, the particle size distribution should obey the well-known
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lognormal distribution[105][106]: (our sodium mass spectrum is presented in Figure 29)











where x is the cluster size in number of atoms,  and  are the mean and standard deviation
and   is the critical cluster size (the smallest stable cluster).
Figure 28: Sodium clusters mass spectrum with an high temperature oven source. From
Borgreen et al.[21]
It is clear that the mass spectrum envelope ts the lognormal distribution well for   = 1:
The deviations from the lognormal curve can be attributed to variations in the ionization
potentials of the clusters - this will be discussed in detail later. The log-normal distribution
allows us to describe the size distribution with two simple parameters  and : These
parameters can be controlled by varying the ablation conditions such as the laser uence
and the cryogenic inert gas pressure (this determines the number of collisions and thus the
nucleation rate). The mean cluster size  can be adjusted from ~30 to ~120 atoms at 20
Kelvin in our source.
The mean free path of a molecule increases with increasing temperature, assuming





P , d is the molecular radius,
R is the gas constant, T is temperature and P is pressure. The ideal gas law is assumed to
be valid.) Unlike an evaporative ensemble, our laser vaporization source allows the mean
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Figure 29: A mass spectrum with a low-temperature (20 K) laser vaporization source show-
ing the structureless, log-normal ( =1) ditributed signature characteristics of this source,
as opposed to the structural mass spectrum in high temperature source. (Cf. Figure 28)
cluster size of the ensemble shifts to be controlled. See Figure 30 for an example of how the
size distribution depends on pressure of the bu¤er gas.
Our cluster source has several unique features. The rst is that it uses two pulsed valves
connected in series. When the rst valve opens the helium ows into a small cryogenically
cooled reservoir to get cooled. Then the second valve injects the cooled gas into the laser
vaporization chamber. This geometry is essential since is not possible to cool room tem-
perature He gas to cryogenic temperatures rapidly enough using a single valve. (It takes
milliseconds to cool helium from 300K to 20K[109].
The cryogenically cooled helium reservoir also serves as a purier to clean the pulsed
inert gas. At 20 K oxygen and water will condense to the reservoirs wall so they will
not react and contaminate the pure clusters. Note that reactive species can be introduced
intentionally to produce compound clusters.
To have a better control on the range of temperature of the clusters, a heated nozzle
is employed. The heated nozzle is installed right after the cluster source before the pulsed
ow expands into the vacuum. The layout of the heated nozzle is shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 30: Aluminum clusters size distribution with di¤erent pressures of helium carrier gas.
Notice the intensive peak on the left is the aluminum atom peak. The relative abundance
between the atom and the clusters is the largest when backing pressure of helium is the
least and vice versa.
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Figure 31: Niobium clusters size distribution with di¤erent pressures of helium carrier gas.
Basically, another reservoir is introduced with a resistive heater attached to it and by
varying the current going through the heater one can adjust the inert gas and clusters
mixture temperature. In this way we can adjust the temperature of the clusters from 10
K to 300 K. (See appendix part for a heat transfer calculation of our source.) The exact
temperature is measured at the heated nozzle by a type-K thermocouple.
3.3 Formation of a Beam via Free Jet Expansion
Free jet expansion into a vacuum is used to produce beam of free clusters in a collision free
environment. The various chambers of our apparatus are di¤erentially pumped, see Table
2.
The carrier gas/ cluster mixture in the cluster source is at a higher pressure (called
stagnation pressure) than the vacuum chamber that houses the source, see Figure 33. Due
to this pressure di¤erence the carrier gas/ cluster mixure expands through a nozzle into the
source chamber. The physical picture of the kinetic process is explained as follows. If the
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Figure 32: The shape of the heated-nozzle assembly. The middle part will be surrounded
by thermalcoax heating element. The thermocouple will be soldered to the copper rind
around the front nozzle.
Table 2: Pressures, mean free paths and the types of pumps in the di¤erentially pumped
environment.
Chamber: Cluster Source Deection TOF
Pressure (Torr) 10 2 10 5  10 6 10 7 10 9
Mean Free Path (m) 10 3 1  10 102 104
Pump roots pump turbomolecular turbomolecular turbomolecular
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pressure in the cluster source is high enough that the mean free path of the gas (about 5
nm) is much shorter than the diameter of the nozzle (2 mm), many collisions take place
around the throat of the nozzle ( this is called a choked ow). The net e¤ect of these
collisions is to transfer all random oriented momentum toward the exit. As a consequence,
the gas contents will then travel with very similar speeds, which depend only on the internal
temperature of the carrier gas. Due to the expansion, the gas becomes more and more dilute
down the stream until the mean-free path is comparable to the dimensions of the vacuum
chamber. At this point a molecular beam is formed. (One can dene a quitting surface
which separates the molecular ow and the continuum ow, see Figure 35) This technique
is called a free-jet expansion.
Figure 33: Illustration of the di¤erential pumping of the system.
In hydrodynamics, the most important equation for the free jet expansion is the energy
equation (conservation of energy, consisting of thermal, potential energy (these two make
the enthalpy h) and the kinetic energy), which for such a ow becomes h + v2=2 = h0
where h is the enthalpy (h = U + PV ) and v is the ow speed[82]. Viscous friction and
heat conduction can be neglected, so a free jet expansion process is adiabatic[95][82]. So
when our cluster/inert gas mixture enters the source chamber, it undergoes an adiabatic
expansion and the thermal motion is converted into translational motion. From the above
assumptions, one can obtain the following relations for the velocity and the temperature of
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Figure 34: Continuum supersonic free-jet expansion and its interior structure. In the zone
of silence there is essentially no collisions between the gas content. Thus a molecular beam
can be extracted from the central streamline. From Ref. [95].























where M is the Mach number,  is heat capacity ratio, W is the molar mass, R is the gas
constant, translational temperature THe, and nozzle temperature Tnozzle.
Thus the translational temperature THe may be tuned much lower than nozzle tem-
perature Tnozzle. From Eq. 46 THe is found to depend on the Mach number which in
turn depends on the ratio of local speed to local speed of sound. So the Mach number will
depend on the choking helium pressure PHe at the nozzle which can be tuned by varing
the pressure di¤erence between the helium backing pressure and the background vacuum
pressure. Essentially two regimes may be obtained that we shall not discuss in detail here:
a supersonic regime characterized by high values of PHe, where THe  TNozzle, and an ef-
fusive regime characterized by low values of PHe where THe  Tnozzle[28]. Ultimately, one
can manipulate the source parameters to achieve the condition Tnozzle = Tvibration(clusters
vibrational temperature) = Trotation(clusters rotational temperature) = THe. For a formal
discussion on the matter, Pauly and Scolesbooks are referred[82][95].
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Figure 35: Quitting surface of the expansion. This is where the clusters turn into a
molecular beam. This gure is not to scale. Normally the distance of the quiting surface
will sit within a distance several oriface diameter away from the nozzle exit.
A free jet expansion in the supersonic regime could also lead to clustering. Our measure-
ments were made far from the supersonic regime so no signicant cluster formation occurs
in the expansion. Hagena found that the condition for the onset of clustering scales with
the product of the backing pressure and the nozzle diameter P0d[45]. For a comparison
our stagnation pressures (P0) and nozzle diameter (d) gives a P0d product in the range
0:44 < P0d < 22 [Torr cm]. The theory suggests that, to avoid clustering (<10% of atomic











Another issue of great importance for a cluster beam experiments, is whether the clusters
have had su¢ cient time to come to thermal equilibrium. The clusters dwell in the source for
about 1 millisecond before leaving through the nozzle. While they are in the source, but have
come to equilibrium the distribution of the clusters internal state is given by the canonical
ensemble corresponding to the helium gas temperature (i.e. the source temperature). In
the source the clusters interchange energy with the gas and source walls through collisions
and their energies will uctuate. After expansion these cold clusters then are ejected into
vacuum and form a beam. Now the clusters internal energies are xed because there
are no collisions. Each individual cluster is a microcanonical ensemble with xed total
energy, but the ensemble of all the clusters in the beam is still distributed according to the
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source temperature. This has been called a frozen canonical distribution[109]. Whereas
individual clusters in the beam no longer have a dened temperature, the ensemble of
clusters in the beam still reects the source temperature. Consequently, the temperature of
the source determines the distribution of the measured properties. This concept is useful in
the experiment and provides an explanation for the appearance of relaxation-like processes
despite the absence of any interaction with a heat bath[109].
In the cluster source, clusters are thermalized by collisions with background He gas.
The thermalization rate or relaxation time is di¤erent for various degrees of freedom. The
translational temperature is the easiest to thermalize, then the rotational temperature and
vibrational temperature. It has been shown that in the source with a pressure of about 100
Torr and temperature 300 K, the vibrational relaxation time is on the order of 10 s[109].





where cross is the cross-section for collision, P is the pressure, THe is the temperature and
mHe is the mass of He atom. At 1 Torr and 20 K the vibrational relaxation time is about
0.2 ms, which is shorter than the cluster dwell time in the nozzle (~2ms ).
3.4 Beam Electric Deection
Deection experiments on molecular beams date back to the famous Stern-Gerlach (SG)
experiments of the 1920s[41], which demonstrated quantization of angular momentum by
deecting the di¤erent spin states of the silver atom with an inhomogeneous magnet. Here
we use the same principle, but instead of a magnetic eld we use an electric eld to deect
a beam of metal clusters.
The cluster beam is collimated from the free jet expansion at a position right after
the quitting surface, using a slit collimator. Thus the cross section of the resulting cluster
beam has a rectangular shape. This greatly improves the intensity compared to a pinhole
collimator. After collimation the beam is sent through a transverse inhomogeneous electric
eld created by a set of specially-shaped high voltage plates. The shape of the pole faces of
the plates is designed to create a gradient in the direction transverse to the beam that can
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interact with and deect the clusters. The shape of the pole faces should have a more or
less constant gradient over the rectangular cross section of the beam, so that all the clusters
in the beam can experience the same force. For a review of the design of electric deection
plates for deection measurements or state selection, refer to Ramsey[88], Scoles[95] or
Pauly[82]. A cross section of our electric plates is given in Figure 36 with an indication of
the slits position and its dimension. Our experiment is done with coaxial deection plates,
where the pole faces are concentric cylinders.
Figure 36: A cross section illustration of the electric plates. The strip in the middle
indicates the cluster beam shape after collimation.
Between the two plates, the electric eld has cylindrical symmetry along the beam so
the eld has only a radial component.
E(r) =
 V
r ln( r1r2 )
(49)
rE(r) = V
jrj2 ln( r1r2 )
br (50)
where V is the voltage applied on the plates, r is the vector position of the particle,r1 and
r2 are the radius of the two pole faces. So the force F acting on a object in the eld is





r(E2) =  ErE  ! for a polarizable object(52)
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3.4.1 Deection of a Single Particle and of a Beam
Now that we know the eld and eld gradient Eq. 49 and 50 in the deection plates, we
can calculate the deection of a particle that will be measured at the detector. Lets rst
calculate the deection of a polarizable conducting sphere. Lets say this particle passes
through the middle of the collimator. The particle has a mass m and is travelling through
the deection plates with a velocity v. To simplify the analysis we will rst neglect the
deection of the particle inside the coaxial plates. With this assumption the force acting
on the particle is constant, and the force is applied for a time equal to L1=v. In this case
the electric deection d at the detector for a polarizable sphere with isotropic polarizability








where m is the mass, v is the traveling speed, E and rE are the eld and eld gradient,
L1 is the length of the deection plate, and L2 is the distance from the deection plate to
the detector. See Figure 37 for an illustration.
Figure 37: A conducting sphere passes through the inhomogeneous transvere electric eld
and deectes toward the high eld.
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A more realistic model accounts for the deection of the particle that takes place inside
the coaxial plates. The force keeps pushing the particle away from its undeected path and
therefore the particle experiences a changing force whose magnitude depends on particles
current position in between the plates. We must also account for the fact that the beam
has a 2 dimensional cross section and the force varies in direction over the cross section.
This requires a full calculation of the 2 dimension prole and we can no longer assume that
the y component of the force is zero.
According to Equation 49, 51, 52 and 53 the equation of motion (EOM) for a dipole
object and a polarizable obect in the deection eld can be written down

r =   V
m ln( r1r2 )
1
r2






2 1r3  ! for a polarizable object (55)
where m is the mass of the particle.
One can solve the second nonlinear EOM analytically by linearizing the equations of
motion (EOM). Alternatively, one can solve the second nonlinear equation numerically. We
have developed a deection simulation on computer with nite di¤erence method. Figure
38 shows the prole of the beam before it enters the eld and after it leaves the eld. (This
takes into account the changing force along each trajectory as mentioned one paragraph
earlier.)
The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to estimate the e¤ects of misalignment
and beam divergence on the deection prole. We can simulate this by giving the particles
an initial condition with a slight transverse velocity. The parameters used in this simulation
are listed in Table 3.
This simulation is slightly exaggerated compared to a normal deection experiment.
We show this to illustrate the aberrations that appear in the deection prole due to the
inhomogeneity of the eld gradient, and the deection which takes place inside of the coaxial
plates. The real deections are smaller than this simulation. One can see immediately that
the beam shape gets asymmetrically distorted. The beam is broadened slightly because
di¤erent sides of the beam experience a di¤erent net force. At the detector only horizontal
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Figure 38: Cross section view of the nite di¤erence simulation of conducting spheres
passing through the eld. Blue dots represent the clusters before they enter the eld,
yellow dots represent the clusters after they leave the eld but with eld turned o¤, and
red ones represent the clusters after they leave the eld with eld turned on.
Table 3: Finite di¤erence numberical method is used to generate the beam prole of a
beam of polarizable spheres.
Parameters used to simulate Fig 38
number of points along x in 2N+1 = 11
number of points along y in 2N+1 = 31
number of steps in time = 50
slit center in meters = 0.004
slit width in meters = 0.0002
slit height in meters = 0.004
initial horizontal velocity = -0.2
beam velocity = 350
polarizability in A^3 = 24e-30
Voltage on E plates = 19000
mass in atomic mass unit = 24
bin, multiplier of NNx = 9
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information gets recorded, so to calculate a deection prole we integrate the distribution
of particles along the y axis. Figure 39 presents a corresponding prole recorded by the
detector for the above simulation.
Figure 39: The simulated proles recorded at the detector from Figure 38. Only horizontal
information is kept. Verticle information is summed spacially. Red is the prole when the
eld is on, blue is eld o¤.
For the deection of a particle with a permanent dipole moment, the force depends on
the projection of the dipole onto the eld gradient p  r (see Eq. 54). Because the particle is
rotating inside of the electric deection plates and they also experience a torque pE, the
calculation of the deection prole becomes more complicated. As the particle rotates the
projection of the dipole moment onto the eld gradient changes and the particle experiences
a rapidly changing force. We will discuss this in great detail in the next section.
The deection relation for conducting sphere is d _ ErE
mv2
. One can easily estimate the
broadening of the beam if one looks at the width change WW , which will be proportional








= 3rr (From Eq. 49 and 50). For r
we can use the collimator width and it is about 0.1 mm. For r we can take the position in
the middle of the beam which will give r = 3.5 mm. Than WW =
0:3
3:5~10%: However this is
overestimated because of the approximation for r.
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There are also fringe elds at the entrance and the exit of the electric plates. Computer
packages are available to simulate the fringe eld (e.g. SIMION) if one needs to take the
fringe eld into account, but in general a reference calibration is enough to take this e¤ect
into account. We will also explain why the fringe eld does not e¤ect the rotational dynamics
of our clusters in the next section.
In summary, it is possible to detect a rectangular beam without signicantly distorting
its beam prole and with only a small amount of beam broadening. Even for a non-ideal
eld conguration it has been shown that the deection formula still describes the position
of the maximum of the beam prole to high accuracy[101]. Note that up to now we still
assume that the clusters in the beam still move at the same velocity.
3.5 Adiabatic Electric Polarization Distribution of a Ensem-
ble
Now we can discuss the rotational dynamics of the cluster in Eq. 54 and 55. This is a
very important aspect of interpreting the deection prole. We know the deection of a
non-rotating single particle with dipole moment p in an electric eld E from the previous
section. (We assume E is along a horizontal z direction, so E = Ez) The transverse force



























where m is the mass of the dipole moment. This formula assumes that the projection of
the dipole moment onto the eld axis p 
 
@Ez
@z bz is constant, that the cluster is not rotating.
However as we briey mentioned previously, the clusters are rotating in the eld. If we
say the dipole couples to the cluster body and the cluster is rotating, the projection of the
dipole moment p 
 
@Ez
@z bz will depend on the rotational motion of cluster and will not be




E acting on the cluster. So in order
to calculate the trajectory of the dipole coupled to the cluster and obtain the deection
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prole of the whole cluster beam, one needs to rst solve the rotational dynamics of the
polar cluster under an electric eld. To simplify this problem, we assume the cluster is a
rigid body so we will be considering the dynamic rotation of a rigid polar body under an
electric eld. (We restrict ourself to the rigid body now, a discussion on this will be put
afterward.) For easier explanation, we have to further assume the dipole moment is entirely
xed to the body of the rigid rotor.
So under these assumptions, with an electric eld presents, there will be a torque (pE)
acting on the rigid body. This means we will need to solve a dynamic rotation of a rigid
body motion under a torque. The description of this general problem can be found in [42]
and the torque-free rigid body equations of motion has been solved generally therein. With
an electric eld, the problem is generally complicated but we will show that, classically, for
symmetric rigid rotors (with two moment of inertial equal) there will be a time average






@z bzt(will be abbreviated 
p  @E@z  later on) that we can
describe and will be very useful when considering the trajectory of a polar cluster. For
asymmetric rigid rotors, there will be no general analytic solutions due to a reason we will
later explain.






is a good approximation to the force that the cluster will experi-






on two projections. First, it will depend on the projection of the dipole moment to the total
angular momentum of the cluster pJ . Second, it will depend on the projection of pJ to the
electric eld direction p. In an ensemble of clusters there are many random orientations for





will actually have a distrib-
ution of values. We will describe this with a probability distribution of a cluster ensemble.
( or a dispersion in susceptibility of a cluster ensemble.) We adopt a conventional name:
probability distribution function, fpig or pdf(p). And we will regularly refer to this
distribution as a polarization distribution[108]. So the deection prole of the cluster
beam will depend on the polarization distribution.
Under this basis, the adiabatic condition described in the experiment chapter (due to
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the free jet expansion) will now come into play and a¤ect our polarization distribution. This
will be discussed in the last part of this section. Basically we are considering two adiabatic
conditions. First, there is no thermal agitation nor a heat bath present in the clusters
beam so that the no relaxation of the rotation will occur. Each cluster will represent a
micro-canonical ensemble and the whole beam reect the canonical ensemble while in the
source. (See chapter 2.) Second the cluster enter and exit the eld adiabatically in a way
that the eld is slowly turned on, so that one can relate the rotational energy distribution of
the clusters before entering the eld and while in the eld. These two conditions make the
cluster beam adiabatically interact with the eld throughout. A quantitative description
will be given therein.
So to understand the deection proles, we must rst understand the adiabatic polariza-
tion distribution. We will describe several basic polarization distributions both classically
and quantum mechanically in great detail in the following and describe their signatures
in an deection experiment. This discussion is somehow lacking, not well realized or not
explained thoroughly in the eld of cluster science[26]. Note that for real clusters we must
consider the combined e¤ects of the electronic polarizability and the rotational dynamics
of any permanent dipole moments. This makes the analysis the polarization distribution a
subtle job.
3.5.1 Nonpolar and Polarizable Clusters
First lets us step back and consider a simpler case. It will be an ensemble of polarizable
clusters with no internal dipole moment. For these clusters the only contribution to the
electric polarization is from the electronic polarizability, which in general is a tensor de-
pending on the clusters shape. This has been discussed in Chapter 2.1. To calculate the
induced dipole under the laboratory framework from Eq. 11, 51 and 54, one will need to
consider the rotation of the diagonal polarizability matrix under a body framework to the
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matrix in a laboratory framework
*
p lab = blab *Elab (58)
=
 



















where R(t) is the time-dependent unitary rotation matrix (the form will depend on the
actual free rotation of each cluster) and
*
Elab is the laboratory eld and it only has z
component due to the experimental setup.
For a spherical cluster the induced dipole is simply given by plab = pz = Ez where 
is the isotropic polarizability of the cluster. For non-spherical clusters, the polarizability is
given in Eq. 60. Because the period of the rotation of the cluster is much shorter than the
passage time through the eld, the measured polarizability will be the time-averaged result
of the rotating polarizability tensor

 
R(t)  bbody R(t) 1t. And only the z component






the randomness of the rotation of the cluster in a ensemble beam, one can show that the




3Tr(bbody) as in Eq. 15, and so
it will also be the average of the polarization distribution of a polarizable ensemble. This
is the reason measuring the rotational-averaged polarizability is the same as measuring
the average polarizability[24]. So the average of the polarization distribution will simply
correspond to . In this case the clusters in the beam will be deected in a way that the
di¤erence d between the average of the eld-on prole and the average of eld o¤ prole









where C is a geometric constant. In this way we can extract the average static dipole
polarizability from the experimentally observed deection d.
3.5.2 Polar clusters
This type of clusters has an intrinsic dipole moment. Moreover, when the cluster rotates,
the dipole moment can couple to various freedom of motions to any extent, e.g. a body axis
of the cluster, the rotation of the cluster, through di¤erent mechanisms. Here we simply
divide the interweaving complications into two basic scenarios: totally coupled to the cluster
body axis (strong coupling, or locked-moment model) or totally uncoupled from the cluster
(or weak coupling).
3.5.2.1 Locked-Moment Model
The coupling of this kind is normally the charge anisotropy inside the cluster. Literature
on this problem can be found in [13][12][34][26][94][9] and the references therein. A short
summary is given below to understand the polarization distribution of an ensemble of polar
clusters. Both classical and quantum mechanical treatments are discussed. However, the
analytical solution is limited to symmetric tops, for asymmetric tops the dynamics are
chaotic and numerical methods had been developed[33][3].
Classical Treatment
Symmetric Top The classical picture has been considered by Bertsch[12] and Dugourd[34].
They had solved the generic Lagrangian for the rotation of a symmetric rigid rotor with a
dipole moment p0 coupled to (or xed in direction in the clusters body) one of the struc-
tural symmetry axis of the body in an electric eld E. Bertsch had published the Fortran
source code on the internet and one can use it to get the polarization distribution for a
classical symmetric rotor[9]. They both describe the analytical solution which accounts for
the precessional and nutational motion of a polar rotor in an electric eld. Experimen-
tally, Dugourd had conrmed the polarization distribution with this classical theory using
TiC60 and PABN molecule in a molecular beam deection experiment, very similar to ours
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experimental setup[34][38].
Figure 40: Vector model representation of a symmetric polar rotor under an electric eld.
Nutation and precession of pJ are shown and the time-averaged e¤ective dipole p is indi-
cated. The e¤ective dipole p will be the e¤ective polarization of this rotating cluster under
electric eld in this particular arrangement. In an ensemble the orientation of J , E and p0
are all random so one will have a distribution of p. For an visual illustration on symmetric
rotor nutation please see [42].
As mentioned earlier in this section, the clusters we consider rotate fast enough at 20
Kelvin that the average dipole moment experiencing the eld pJ will be the projection
of the dipole p0 along the rotating direction, which is the direction of the total angular
momentum J(see Figure 40 for an illustration). And due to the electric eld the average
dipole pJ will experience a torque so the rotating rotor will nutate and precess along the
eld direction due to conservation of angular momentum. Because the electric eld is
inhomogeneous the gradient eld generates a force on the dipole that pushes the nutating
dipole along the eld direction. One can also consider a time-averaged e¤ective dipole
p from the nutation of pJ that experiences the force. This e¤ective dipole p is equal to
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the projection of the time-averaged nutating pJ over a full nutation cycle along the eld
direction. So the e¤ective dipole p actually depend on the relative orientations between
the three vectors: the total angular momentum J , the orientation of the body-xed dipole
and the eld gradient direction. So for an ensemble of randomly rotating clusters with a
xed dipole p0 with respect to the frame of the cluster, a distribution of polarization of the
e¤ective dipole p is needed.
The following formula are the classical solution from considering the classical mechanics[42].








k + p0E cos  (62)
with, in Cartesian coordinate, the principal momenta of inertia Ik, the angular frequency
!k, E is the electric eld strength and  the angle between p0 and E. Now for a symmetric
rotor I1 = I2, from the Lagrangian equation one can derive the invariant of motion for
:
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m2k and mz is the projection of the total angular
moment on the eld axis.
Then the period of nutation  and the average polarization p along E during one period
















u1; u2; u3 = roots of f(u) (67)
u = cos  (68)
f(u) = (e+ hu)(1  u2)  (mz  m3u)2 (69)
h = 2I1p0B (70)
e = 2I1E
0 (71)
























This solution is analytical only because we are dealing with a symmetric rotor. The orien-
tation of the dipole direction will oscillate between two positive angles u1; u2[42]. And the
average polarization pcl of any dipole rotor is given by Eq. 65.














where energy "(J;m3) is
"(J;m3) = (J
2  m23)=2I1 +m23=2I3 (75)
and J is the total angular momentum dened in Eq. 63. The ensemble average of an















So the average or the mean of the polarization distribution is obtained with O = p, and
the polarization distribution pdf(p) is obtained using O = (p(mz;m3)   p) and with p is
the all possible average polarization fpg given by all possible mz and m3 in the ensemble
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summation in Eq. 76. (This ensemble describe a non-interacting adiabatic dipole rotors,
contrary to the Langevin-Debye behavior interacting dipoles in Chapter 2, Eq. 22.)
Now we look at an example.
Example 1 The polarization distribution of a ensemble of spherical rotors with dipole mo-
ment p0 under zero or low eld p0E  kT .
For a spherical top, from Eq. 65 the average polarization under zero eld limit (or low





Plug this into Eq. 76 then the polarization distribution will be pdf(p) = h(p  p)iover all p
(here p is all the possible polarization given by mz and m3 in Eq. 76). One can get
pdf(p) = 12 log(
p0



















=  2 ln(c) (80)
Thus the polarization distribution of the spherical rigid polar rotors in an electric eld will
be described by the logarithmic function, in the zero eld limit. (It also applies for low elds
if p0E  kT . If this is not satised then Eq. 77 is not valid and the average polarization
in Eq. 65 need to be used. This will be discussed in the following paragraphs. For 1 Debye
p0 in our electric eld 106 V/m, p0E is about 1  2 Kelvin. The logarithmic polarization
distribution is plotted in Figure 41.) Equivalently, one can say logarithmic broadening will
be a characteristic of the deection of a spherical polar rotor beam. One important thing
is that from the above derivation the logarithmic broadening is temperature independent
and rotation independent. We will discuss this together in the following quantum picture
section.
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Figure 41: Logarithmic polarization distribution. Horizontal is plotting p = p=p0. This is
the characteristic polarization distribution for a spherical cluster with a intrinsic permanent
dipole moment in the zero or low electric eld limit.
Under certain conditions (p0E=kT  1), the polarization distribution can become highly
asymmetric[9][103][13][12] even with an ensemble of spherical dipole rotors. Eq. 77 is not
valid and the average polarization in Eq. 65 should be used. The classical program devel-
oped by Bertsch can simulate the polarization distribution of an ensemble of symmetric
polar rotors[9]. The result is quoted from therein and plotted in Figure 42. Three di¤erent
types of symmetric rotors (prolate, spherical and oblate) are simulated. Note that the po-
larization distribution proles can be asymmetrical. However di¤erent rotor shapes seem to
have a small e¤ect on the overall distribution proles. The asymmetry is due to the nutation
of the dipole direction will be slightly biased towards the low eld direction. From Eq. 65,
the oscillation between two angles u1; u2 will be weighted and more along the lower energy
direction. Our condition is within p0E=kT  1, so we are not yet in this condition. But it
is important to point out that even a spherical polar top can have asymmetric polarization
distribution and this will give asymmetric deection prole, when p0E=kT is close to or
larger than unity.
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Figure 42: Polarization distribution of symetrically prolate ( = 0:5), spherical ( = 1) and
oblate ( = 2) tops under high eld (or large p0EkT ). ( is dened in Eq. 16 and x =
p0E
kT )
The important point is that even a spherical polar top can have asymmetrical polarization
distribution for large x. Figure Ref. [13].
Asymmetric Tops As mentioned earlier, a classical analytic solution for a dynamic
rotation of asymmetric polar rigid rotor under an electric eld is not available yet. Nu-
merical methods are available. Dugourd etc. performed a numerical molecular dynamics
simulation[33]. Their simulated results show good agreements with their experiments using
asymmetric molecules PAMN. They showed that even for a asymmetric molecules one can
still see the corresponding broadening. Their developed code could be very useful because
in this case the shape of the molecule is no longer limited to the symmetry of the rotors and
thus can be used to interpret the polarization distribution of any rigid polar rotors directly.
Quantum Mechanical Treatment: Again the quantum mechanical discussions had fo-
cused only on the symmetric tops. In general though, if one can diagonalize the generic
Stark Hamiltonian of a asymmetric top one can also get the asymmetric solutions. However
because the dimension of the matrix one needs to diagonalize grows rapidly as the total
angular momentum J increases, the calculations are restricted to small J . Related material
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can be found in [26][13][103][49].
Same adiabatic conditions are considering under the classical description.
Symmetric Tops The generic Hamiltonian for a symmetric top under an electric eld
is

























because the total angular momentum J and the angular momentum along z, K, are quan-
tized, P 2 and P 2z will equal to J(J + 1)~2 and K2~2. So Hrot become
Hrot = BJ(J + 1)  (C  B)K2 (84)
B = ~=IB; C = ~=IC (85)
The angular moment projection on the eld direction M is also quantized. So the good
quantum numbers in this case are the regular J;K and M . So under this basis, from
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(Note that there is a typo in [26] in the third term in the denominator (2J + 3). One can
check this with the other two references.)
One may wonder about the relation between the classical result pCl in Eq. 64 and
quantum result pQM . Becker [94] has shown in detail that they are equivalent. Now we can
calculate the ensemble average and get the polarization distribution as in Eq. 76 (in this















[13] where  = 1=kT . This is in equivalent to Eq. 76 if the discrete summation is replaced
by the continuous summation. In fact the angular momentum J we are dealing with is
normally large enough that the continuous treatment is always valid and preferred in our
case.
Example 2 Derivation for the logarithmic adiabatic polarization distribution of an ensem-
ble of spherical polar tops












p(M;K) are all possible dipole moment polarization the ensemble can give. For a given
total angular momentum J , the M =  J  J . Also K needs to be quantized as well
K =  J  J (one can also see Figure 40 for an illustration). Now we want to calculate the
number of congurations of possible orientations of M and K that will give p(M;K) the
same with pQM , this means to nd the number of possible solutions for M and K that can
give the corresponding pQM . From Eq. 86 at zero eld limit, p(M;K) is just
MK
J(J+1) . So we
are going to nd the number of ways in the ensemble from whichM K = pQMJ(J+1)  C.
In order to nd how many possible points M;K satises M  K = C, we use same
method when calculating DOS for the free electrons. When J is dense enough we can treat
this as continuous integral. So we will calculate the area density crossed by the M K = C
line.
We want to calculate the area covered by the MK = C hyperbola in Figure 43. When
J is high enough that means the points are dense enough and we can calculate the area dA
































Figure 43: The number of congurations of the possible M and K quantum numbers that
make up a constant value M K = C = pQMJ(J + 1).

















Figure 44: In the continuum approximation the number of congurations can be found by
calculating the area between the two constant porabola.
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= (C + dC)  ln(M)jJC+dC
J




= dC  ln J
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This result is independent of value of J and the temperature. So we expect the broad-
ening will be independent of J and T in the deection experiments. As mentioned before,
this is true with a classical picture as well. This is an important point because there have
been so many confusion about the broadening could be simply rotational thermal averaging
e¤ect. Importantly for spherical rotor under low eld limit the broadening is temperature
independent. (This can also be further extended to symmetric rotor with not too large
deformation from a sphere. See Figure 42 and discussion therein) Our rotational angular
momentum at 20 Kelvin is always high enough. In Figure 45 and 46, I simulate the extreme
case where J is as low as 20 and another J at 100, one can see that the logarithmic nature
is still present at J = 20 and already match the logarithmic function at J = 100.
For asymmetric top In this case the only good quantum number will be M due to
the random motion nature (or chaotic) of the rotational axis in the dynamic rotation of
rigid body under torque[42]. Equation like Eq. 63 does not exist. And as is described in
the beginning of this section, only numerical methods are available. However it is suspected
that slightly asymmetric tops (IC 6= IA  IB) can have similar behavior as symmetric tops
because the similarity in the Hamiltonian[102].
Summary and Remark The rst and second moment of the adiabatic polarization
distribution then can be calculated. For symmetric rotors these are studied thoroughly by
Kresin etc. [26]. The result is summarized into Table 4.
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Figure 45: The examination between a real logarithmic function (in red, line) and a distri-
bution of quantized polarization (blue histogram) under low angular momentum J .
Figure 46: Angular momentum J = 100. As one can see the distribution (blue histogram)
is very close to the logarithmic function (red).
Table 4: The polarization distributions and their rst and second moment (mean and
variance) for three kinds of rigid polar rotors: spherical, symmetric and asymmetric. Under
low eld limit.




















kT  1 and   0)
asymmetric N.A. N.A. N.A.
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Figure 47: The Boltzmann factor associated with K quantum number: this is essentionally
the weighting factor in Eq 88. One can somehow include this and maybe one can derive
the polarization distribution (refer to Figure 43). B is the rotational constant. Asymmetry
parameter  is dened in the rst chapter.
For symmetric top the e¤ect of deformation from spherical shape to the polarization
distribution will lead to a change in the Boltzmann population in split K levels (see Figure
47). But we have seen classically this contributes very little to the polarization distribution






kT  1 and   0. However for asymmetric top the polarization
distribution does not have an analytic solution and exhibit non-integrable and unstable
dynamics [31]. The results are organized into Table 4. Nonetheless up to 300 atom sodium
clusters we do not see any signicant broadening.
In cluster beams, there are no interactions. Due to the adiabatic entering into the
eld, the ensemble averaged orientation of spherical symmetric top is 29
p20E
kT ( = 0) (under
p0E




kT (which requires a heat bath,







, where  is the asymmetric parameter of either prolate or ablate. This
conclusion seems to be valid up to x = p0EkT ~0:3 for commonly rotational constants[26]. So
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one can experimentally observe the temperature dependence contribution to the average
polarization to determine the dipole moment.
The reasons for the adiabatic treatment for the clusters ensemble throughout the exper-
iment is given here:
1. Here we assume the clusters are rigid rotors because at 20 K the clusters are believed
to be in its ground state. (Debye temperature for sodium is 158 K, so approximately
the average energy to excite a phonon mode is 158=N1=3, where N is number of atoms
in the cluster[109]. So in theory only close to a thousand atoms we will then start to
see signicant population of phonon modes at 20 K.) Even if only a few phonon modes
(one or two) are excited, it is not enough to serve as a heat bath. So each polar cluster
possesses a permanent dipole moment p0 xed to the body frame. (We can consider
this a locked dipole scheme in analogy to the locked spin model terminology in
magnetic studies[13].) Experimentally, it has been shown that in some cases where
excited phonon modes (or if gas scattering presents, see the following) are highly
excited the asymmetric (and only for asymmetric ones) clusters will not conserve
their angular momentum while experiencing the eld torque[38][3] (Sometimes called
a memory loss e¤ect[26].) This will lead to an absence of broadening in the polarization
distribution and then only a shift in the deected beam will be observed instead (so
it will resemble the response of a polarizable particle). We believe we do not have any
phonon excitation nor other relaxation present in our cluster beam.
2. Two adiabatic processes are considered established in our experiment.
(a) The beam enters the eld adiabatically. As mentioned earlier, the electric plates
inevitably have fringe eld. From the perspective of the moving cluster, the rate
of change in eld strength is ~10 5 sec in time, which is very long compared
to the rotation period of cluster ( rot ~kTrot) ~ 10 11~12 sec (depending on the
rotational constant). This means the eld is equivalently slowly turned on. So
the rotational distribution of the cluster ensemble in the eld can be linked to
the rotational distribution of the cluster ensemble in the source, which reects
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the Boltzmann distribution at source temperature.
(b) The ensemble travels through the eld adiabatically. While the beam is in the
eld plates, there are no collisions nor thermal relaxation present in the molecular
beam, thus the ensemble is adiabatic.
So the clusters adiabatically interact with the eld throughout. We know the rotational
energy and its distribution of the cluster ensemble at every stage.
3.6 Beam Proles














Figure 48: Na60 beam prole with eld on and eld o¤.
Now we are ready to look at the beam prole we record at the TOF detector. Figure 48
presents an example of beam proles for Na60 at 20 K when the electric eld is turned on
and o¤. The x-axis has been converted from the TOF to the deection units. The y-axis is
total counts of particular size cluster. The prole is recorded over a period of time to obtain
good signal noise ratio. The eld-on and eld-o¤ cycles are chopped and alternated recorded
to minimize the slow beam intensity variation e¤ect. In the gure the cluster is uniformly
deected towards the strong eld direction. To interpret the electric beam deection prole
we will need to establish the relation between the eld-on prole Pon and the eld-o¤ prole
Poff . The eld-on prole is related to the eld-o¤ prole via the following convolution
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Pon = Poff 
 pdf(p)
 pdf(v) (90)
[109] where the pdf(p) is the polarization distribution, pdf(v) is the velocity distribution
(will be discussed in the following section and so for simplicity we assume speed is uniform
pdf(v) = -fucntion, so Pon = Poff 
 pdf(p)). The eld-induced beam broadening as
mentioned earlier is not included in Eq. 90. But this e¤ect can be estimated empirically as
well be described later in section 3.6.2.
In principle the eld-broadening contribution ffield broadening can be subtracted o¤ and
one measures the pdf(p) so one can in principle deconvolute Pon with Poff 
 pdf(v) to get
pdf(p). In practice the eld broadening is subtracted empirically. Also the distribution of
velocity is normally very small, (see the speed measurement section for justication, <1%)
so one can treat pdf(v) as a delta function. So one arrive at a point where we can avoid the
deconvolution process which is normally very sensitive to noise and not easy to implement,
and resort to simple prole moment analysis to understand the characteristics of pdf(p).
So although in theory one can simulate the entire experimental prole and then compare
with the data, in practice too many experimental parameters need to be tuned. Therefore
moment analysis is used instead. The e¤ect of convolutions on several distributions is
equivalent to an increase in the second moment of the distributions (as explained in the
following).
Consequently one can t two Gaussians to both the eld on and eld o¤ prole and
obtain the di¤erence in the average positions which will correspond to the beam deection.
As for a spherical rigid rotor, which possesses intrinsic dipole moment, we will also nd
later the pdf(p) is a logarithmic distribution.
3.6.1 To Get the Polarizability
It is straightfoward to get the polarizability from the deection proles. For a polarizable
rigid rotor, the average of the pdf(p) corresponds to the polarizability. From basic moment
analysis we know that the average of the Poff will also be the average of the Pon because
pdf(p) and pdf(v) are both symmetric function. Thus by taking the di¤erence of the two
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means, one nds the shifted function pdf(p). Gaussian ts are used to nd the means of
the beam proles Pon and Poff . The di¤erence in the two means is the average deection.
3.6.2 To Get the EDM
For an intrinsic dipole moment the polarization distribution is a logarithmic function for
spherical clusters where pE  kT (see Section 3.5.2). After convolution with the o¤-eld
prole Poff , we obtain the corresponding broadening in the on-eld prole Pon. The second
moment of the logarithmic polarization distribution is p
2
9 (From Eq. 4). Consequently
2 (Pon) = 




where  is the standard deviation (width). Hence we nd the dipole moment p: Due to
the symmetric nature of the logarithmic polarization distribution we should see the eld-on
prole Pon broadens, giving intensity at both sides of eld-o¤ prole Poff (or towards both
the high eld and low eld direction).
To empirically correct for the eld induced broadening (and also the scattering induced
beam width broadening) the following empirical method is used. Step by step procedure is
described:
Experiment 1 (ex1). Electric eld is turned o¤. Focus on large clusters, since scattering
has less e¤ect on the heavy clusters. (One can verify this by observing that the width of
the peak as a function of N is asymptotically approaching a constant near N = 200, see
Figure 83.)The width of the eld o¤ peaks of the large clusters will be simply related to the
Figure 49: (exp1) Electric eld o¤ and focus on the large clusters. One can get the width






where c is the beam width due to the geometrical factors.
Experiment 2 (ex2). Electric eld is on. Scattering of smaller clusters cause the width
of the beam to increase.This will be the case when the eld is o¤ and for the clusters smaller
Figure 50: (exp2) Electric eld on and focus on the small clusters. One can get the width
contribution from the scattering.







= 2ex1 + 
2
s(N) (94)
) 2s(N) = 2ex2   2ex1 (95)
where we assume that the scattering will give an e¤ective width of 2s(N) (because e¤ect
of scattering is equivalent with convoluting a scattering function with the original beam
prole. See Eq. 90.)
Experiment 3 (ex3). Electric eld is on. Focus on large clusters. So we will again have
minimal scattering in the beam. Now the electric eld will cause a eld-induced broadening
as we described before (see experimental section 3.4.1 and Figures 38 and 39) in the beam.





= 2ex1 + [ex1C1d(N)]
2 (97)
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Figure 51: (exp3) Electric eld is on and focus on the large clusters. One can get the eld





where we approximate the eld broadening with a factor C1d(N), d(N) is the average deec-
tion of the beam (because eld-induced broadening will be proportional to the deection)
and C1 is a proportional factor we want to nd out.
Experiment 4 (ex4). Electric eld is turned on. Scattering of smaller clusters cause
the width of the beam to increase and eld broadening is also included. Now we choose
the magic number clusters (2, 8, 20, 40, 58, 92, 138, 196, ... etc.) so that the beam
will not be broadened due to the dipole logarithm polarization distribution broadening.
ConsequentlyThen we can write:
Figure 52: (exp4) Electric eld is on and focus on the magic number clusters. One can














Here we also approximate the induced eld broadening for the scattering part has an con-
volution e¤ect, so a factor proportional to the average deection is introduced C 01d(N) (
where C 01 is the proportional factor we want to nd out) in to the second moment addition.
The last term is zero because we only look at the spherical clusters which can not have no






























In this way we can empirically get the C1 and C 01 factors. So we can plug this back into














and empirically subtract o¤ the rst several terms of broadening and obtain a good estimate
on the electric dipole moment contribution 2dipole(N). Gaussian tting procedure is used
to nd the width.
3.7 Speed Measurements
To measure the speed we use the following chopper technique. The idea is to mechanically
create a temporally depleted region in the cluster beam by means of a chopper. We can
detect the intensity reduction at the detector when the chopper blocks the beam. (see Figure
53). When the intensity at the detector is at a minimum, the chopper is synchronized with
beam pulse, and we know the traveling time. Combined with the known length of the beam
path we can calculate the speed.
The chopper is located at the exit of the rst skimmer. The chopper consists of a
rotating blade which has slits at either end. The chopper blade is attached to a motor
and the chopper rotates perpendicular to the beam (See Figure 53). As indicated in the
gure the chopper creates two depleted regions but allows a narrow pulse of clusters to be
transmitted. For a full description, the timing sequence and more details, refer to Moros
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Figure 53: Setup of the chopper. The geometry of the chopper is on the right bottom. A
courtesy gure from [80].
thesis[80]. The frequency of rotation is precisely controlled and a typical value is around
100Hz.
Because we have a TOF mass spectrometer as our detector, we can record the speed for
all size clusters simultaneously. The 3-D Figure 54 shows the depletion in the cluster beam
pulse created by the rotating chopper for all cluster sizes. The z axis represents the intensity
of the clusters, y axis is the spatial position of the beam (converted from the chopper time
delay, see [80]), and the x axis is the cluster size. The double minima structure due to the
slit in the blade is clearly observed. Note that the small bump structure in the middle of
the valley is distinct. The minimum position of the depleted region gradually shifts toward
higher speeds for the smaller clusters. Also, the intensity of the middle bump is reduced for
smaller clusters. This feature indicates that the spread in the speed distribution is greater
for smaller cluster sizes.
Each cluster size has a distribution of speed f(vN ) from which we can dene an average







Figure 54: A spacial representation of middle portion of the clusters beam pulse, showing
the intensity distribution of clusters in the beam and the depleted regions caused by the
rotating chopper. Z-axis is the cluster intensity, x-axis are the spacial position along the







To determine the uncertainty in the average speed for clusters uN of a size N: We rst
locate the position of the bump structure in the middle of the valley in the 3-D speed chart
(Figure 54). The uncertainty in the position of the maximum can be estimated by taking
the maximum and dividing by the square root of the lost intensity counts. This is because
for a Gaussian peak an estimate for the uncertainty in position of the mean , is =
p
N
[15], where N is the total counts and  is width of the Gaussian. The relative error of the
average speed, is found to be 0.2% for middle size clusters.
The uncertainty in the spread in speed N for cluster of a size N can be estimated by
=
p
2N [98] using the same Gaussian estimation method. In principle, we should perform a
deconvolution using the chopper impulse response function to nd the speed distribution(see
Moro[80]). However this deconvolution is very sensitive to noise. Despite the deconvolution
di¢ culty, one can qualitatively see the spread in the speed distribution by the contrast of
the middle bump and note that the spread is very small due to the good jet expansion
conditions. An approximate estimate on N is less than 0.5% of the average speed. If we
only want to measure the polarizability, the average speed is the only speed parameter that
is important (see Eq. 90 and the discussion).
3.8 Detection and Recording of Spectrum
To determine the beam constituents as well as the beam deection, we use a Time-of-
Flight mass spectrometer, shown in Figure 55. (For a detailed description see [80]) The
clusters are ionized in the detector chamber with a light pulse from an excimer laser (
ArF:193nm or KrF:248nm) or an tunable OPO laser (205nm700nm). The cluster ions
are then detected using a time-of-ight mass spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of
a series of electrostatic plates and grids which generate electric elds to accelerating the
cluster ions towards an ion collector. The arrival of ion at the collector is converted to a
pulse of current and is further amplied and discriminated. The nal signals are recorded
with a fast data acquisition card (2GHz) in a computer. Because we know the voltages and
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the distance between the grids, we can convert the potential energy of the ions into kinetic
energy and get the relation between the resulting time-of-ight of the cluster ion mass.
TOF = const 
p
mass (105)
Figure 55: An illustration of the TOF mass spectrometer.
In this way one can record all the mass at the same instant, because the arrival time for
di¤erent cluster is di¤erent. A typical mass spectrum is presented in Figure 56. This mode
of the TOFMS is called high resolution mode.
Cluster deections are detected also by the TOF machine but with some modication
on the voltages on the acceleration grids so that the TOF is sensitive not only to the mass
of particle but also to the position of the particle (see gure 57). In this mode the TOF of




where A and B are constant to be calibrated and x is the position of the cluster with
respect to the voltage grids. This position-sensitive mode of the TOFMS is quite unique.
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Figure 56: Typical mass spectrum of sodium clusters.
A deection as small as 1 m can be detected. A schematic view is illustrated bellow.
The resolution on the mass: for high resolutionM M=M ~1/8000 (for M = 2500 amu), for
position sensitive MM=M ~1/1500 (for M = 2500 amu).
The abundance spectrum from TOF does not uniquely reect the abundance of clusters
in the beam. As one can easily see that the TOF mass abundance will also depend on
the ionization absorption e¢ ciency. Two ionization lasers are used. An excimer laser
with two xed wavelengths outputs at 248, 193 nm (with di¤erent working gas KrF, ArF
individually.) and a OPO laser with tunable wavelength from 200 ~700 nm are used for
ionization. (This can probe the ionization e¢ ciency of metal clusters[108][110]. We have
performed preliminary IP experiment for sodium clusters (Na2 Na9) at 20 K. However
due to the pointing issue of the ionization laser this experiment is not nished.)
When ionizing the neutral clusters in the beam, one has to make sure two things are
correct. First is that only a single photon is involved in ionization. If second ionization
occurs one can observe extra peaks in-between the peaks of the normal spectrum (See Fig-
ure 58). Second, the energy of the photon should not exceed the ionization threshold by
too much, to avoid the subsequent fragmentation of the ionized clusters. Two dynamics
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Figure 57: Position sensitive time of ight illustration. Also shown is the indication of the
width of the beam and its corresponding width in the TOF time.
Figure 58: Second ionization of the sodium clusters. The signature pattern will emerge as
extra middle peaks on top of the original spectrum. Clusters temperature are 20 Kelvin.
Ionization laser is 225nm from the OPO laser.
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fragmenting channels are observed if a neutral cluster is ionized with a photon with ex-








 ! Na+2p 1 +Na2 (109)
Figure 59: The upper gure is a mass spectrum using moderate ionization ux, which
reects the real neutral clusters distribution. The bottom gure is a mass spectrum with
high photon ux. As one can see the clusters fragment after being ionized and the spectrum
can be very di¤erent from the original. From Ref. [23].
The signature pattern of the fragmented spectrum will be the more stable clusters with
one more mass number than the normal magic number in the mass abundance spectrum.
(See gure 59) Note however, that our position-sentive TOF is uniquely sensitive to these
fragmenting clusters that a characteristic broadening is easily recognized. We make sure
that the ux and also the energy of the ionization light does not e¤ect the mass spectrum
we observed. (Figure 60) and also it does not cause broadening in the beam width.
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Figure 60: We can tune the ionization wavelength so that the mass spectrum of sodium
clusters does not depend much on the wavelength of the ionizing light in the 220nm245nm
range. These series of experiments are tuned to a smaller size distribution. Energy ux is




4.1 Averaged Static Dipole Polarizability of Sodium Clusters
at 20 K
4.1.1 Measured Results
Figure 61: Average polarizability (per atom) of gas phase sodium clusters at 20 Kelvin.
One can see the 1=R dependency and on top of it one can observe clear oscillations.
Figure 61 presents measurements of the averaged static dipole polarizability (per atom)
of sodium clusters as a function of cluster size from the atom to around 250 atoms. The
result is an average over many repetitions of the experiment. The data agrees globally with
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earlier measurements at higher temperatures (Figure 63). The source temperature is 20
Kelvin. The ne structure in the polarizability curve is clearly visible. The general trend
monotonically decreases with increasing size. The bulk polarizability of sodium metal is
r3s which is 9.6 Å
3 per atom (rs is the Wigner-Seitz radius). We can see that the trend is
approaching, but does not quite reach the bulk value for sizes up to 300 atoms. This means
that for sizes up to 10 nm3 (300 sodium atoms 43 r
3
sN) the spillout is still enhanced due to
nite size e¤ects. From Chapter 2 we know that a good approximation to the polarizability
is
(N) = 4"0 (R(N) + )
3 (110)
We can t this curve to the measured polarizabilities of the closed shell clusters (these
clusters are believed to be quasi spherical, because their lled electronic shells stabilize the
cluster against Jahn-Teller distortion). From the t we obtain two parameters: the bulk
Wigner-Seitz radius (rs = R=N
1
3 ) plus an electronic spillout (). ( This will give respectively
rs = 2:1  0:01 Å,  = 0:65  0:04 Å. rs corresponds very well with the known bulk value
2.1.  gives a good agreement when compared with the theoretical calculated value[24].
Figure 62: Polarizability curve with indications of maxima nad minima.
Now we examine the oscillations about the monotonic descent in the polarizability
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Figure 63: Our result compares with the earlier higher temperature measurements by
Kresin[100] and Knight[58].
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Figure 64: Compare with several theoretical predictions for small sizes, from Manninem[73],
Greiner[99] and Kummel[65].
curve. The polarizability curve has several local extrema. These extrema are indicated
by the arrows and vertical lines in Figure 62. The local minima occur for magic number
clusters that have closed electronic shells. (cf. Table 1) It was previously assumed that
the spherical symmetry of the magic-number clusters will lead to most compact electronic
wavefunctions[58][100], and this will give the smallest polarizabilities.
Next we look at the maxima of the oscillations. The local maxima are at cluster sizes
70, 106, and 152+-2 (there might be a maximum at size 40 but it is not clear, but at least
it is not a minimum). If we compare these numbers with the discrete energy levels of the
spherical potentials in Figure 18, we see that these numbers at 70, 106 and 150+-2 are
actually predicted to be spherical closed shells for an intermediate potential. But these
maxima did not show up in the mass abundance spectrum experiment(cf. Table 1).
The uncertainties of the polarizabilities are the smallest in the middle size range, about
1% (20~160 atoms). For the smaller and larger cluster sizes we have larger uncertainties,
because these clusters are less abundant in the beam, but it is no more than 10%. There is
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an uncertainty in the absolute scale which a¤ects all cluster sizes due to the calibration of
the deection eld. This adds an uncertainty of 5%, which is not shown in the gure.
It is also noteworthy that there is an interesting at plateau followed by a sharp dip
at size 55 which does not correspond to any magic number (Figure 61). Starting from
34 the polarizabilities seem to stay constant followed by a sudden descent around 50 to
a valley at 55. It is claimed that Na55 has a MacKay icosahedron structure[43][61], just
like the Van der Waals clusters (refer to Figure 20 and discussion therein). Na55 has many
interesting properties. For example Na55 shows bunching in the density of states when
the cluster is measured by PES (photo-electron spectroscopy)[61]. Sodium cluster sizes
which correspond to perfect icosahedra (55, 116, 147, 178 and 216) show a larger melting
temperature compared to their neighboring cluster sizes[43]. However Na55 is the only
one in the perfect icosahedra family (13, 55, 147 . . . ) that presents a low value in our
polarizability curve. It is still unclear how the geometric structure of this cluster would
reduce its polarizability. This indicates that there could be further interactions between the
geometric and electronic shell structure for certain cluster sizes.
To explain the observed oscillating behavior from 58 to 192 we must keep in mind that
the size-dependent polarizability of the cluster electrons is determined by the interplay of the
following factors: (1) electronic shell structure (2) geometry or geometric depolarization, and
(3) Surface e¤ects (i.e., inhomogeneity of the electron density distribution or "spill-out").
We will carefully examine each of these e¤ects quantitatively in the following sections.
4.1.2 Polarizability Enhancement due to Triaxial Ellipsoidal Distortion
From Chapter 2 we know that any shape deviation from a ideal sphere (assuming xed vol-
ume) will lead to an increase in the rotational averaged polarizability. It has been observed
that open-shell clusters can adopt a distorted shape, either prolate or oblate spheroids[32]
due to the Jahn-Teller e¤ect. Furthermore, a transition from prolate to oblate spheroid
was observed in the sodium cation open shell clusters[92]. We will calculate the amount
of distortion required to give the oscillations we see in the polarizability curve. We will
also compare with the Clemenger-Nilson model to see if this simple model can explain the
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oscillations we observe. Also we will compare our result with the polarizability extracted
from photoabsorption cross-section measurement of sodium cations.
Figure 65: The suspected shapes of the sodium clustersdelocalized 3s electronic cloud
(Na1 20). Figure is reproduced from [32].
We will focus on two oscillations in the polarizability curve, one from a minimum at
58 to a maximum at 70 back to a minimum at 92, and another from a minimum at 92
to a maximum at 106 back to a minimum at 138. They are clearly shown in Figure 61.
From the derivation in chapter 2 we can estimate how much distortion from a spherical
shape would be required to explain the enhancement polarizability at the maximum we see
in the experiment. Starting from a closed magic number cluster, as one adds more atoms
to the clusters, the shapes of the clusters are believed to adopt a prolate (with increasing
longer axis) and then an oblate shape (with decreasing shorter axis) as atoms are added
until the next magic number is reached[44]. The transition from prolate to oblate will
give a maximum in polarizability. We convert our experimental results to the distortion
parameters as a function of size ( by using Eq. 19 in Chapter 2.1) and the estimated
distortion parameter is plotted in Figure 66.
We compare the empirical distortion parameters with the distortion expected in the
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Figure 66: Distortion parameters  = Rz RxRz+Rx : Red: the amount which clusters need to
deviate away from a sphere in order to account for the oscillation seen in our experiment.
The other four: Clemenger-Nillson model with four di¤erent parameters U.
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simple Clemenger-Nilsson model[29] (include all four anharmonicity parameters they con-
sidered). The calculated distortion parameters from the Clemenger-Nilsson model are pre-
sented in Figure 66. One can clearly see some discrepancies. First at cluster sizes 40 and
106 the model actually predicted a close shell structure and so distortion parameters are
zero and they are minima. But instead what we observed is that the distortion parameter
at size 40 is not a minimum and distortion parameter at size 106 is actually a maximum.
One can see that from cluster size 58 to 92 the model predictions a distortion consistent
with a 10-15 % enhancement of  but we observed 20 %. The distortion contribution can
only account for about three-fourths of the observed distortion. The maxima at 70 is dis-
tinct in our measurement however it is somehow smooth (or might not have a maximum)
at size 70. From 92 to 138 the predicted distortion contribution to  is much less than the
observed enhancement. These facts suggest that the oscillations we see can not be simply
explained by Jahn-Teller distortion of the clusters shape. The expected enhancement of the
polarizability due to distortion does not correspond to what we observed in the experiment.
The photoabsorption cross section measurement probes the collective resonance modes
of all the electrons and is related to the polarizability tensor of the clusters, see Appen-
dix B. Experimentally de Heer and Selby measured the photoabsorption cross section for
small neutral sodium clusters (less than 40 atoms) [97] and Haberland et al. repeated this
experiment for sodium clusters cations (up to 64 atoms) [92]. There is a direct relation
between the polarizability tensor and the photoabsorption cross section. One can actually
convert the measured photoabsorption cross section to get the diagonal part of the polariz-
ability tensor. In the appendix this important relation is briey explained. The distortion
parameter (or deformation parameter) converted from the photoabsorption experiment of
the sodium cluster cations are plotted in Figure 67. One can see in general the distortion
parameter (or deformation parameter) is very small, smaller than we actually observed
(cf. Figure 66). The average polarizability converted from the same experiment of sodium
cation photoabsorption measurement is presented in Figure 68. One can see that the po-
larizability of a cation cluster is equal to the polarizability of a neutral cluster with same
number of valence electrons, at least for sizes larger than 18. This actually suggests that the
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polarizability depends primarily on the number of valence electrons. The ion cores, and the
cluster neutrality has only a weak e¤ect. However the largest cluster in their experiment is
65 atoms so we can not yet compare our interesting maxima (70, 106 and 152) with their
result.
Figure 67: Deformation parameters extracted from the photoabsorption spectrum obtained
by Haberland et al with the sodium cationic clusters. Regraphed from [92].
4.1.3 The E¤ect of Electronic Shell Structure on Polarizability
We have shown that the oscillations in the polarizability curve can be partially explained by
the distortion of the clusters shape away from a perfect sphere. It is important to emphasize
that this is not the only possible explanation. In fact, spherical clusters will show oscillations
in the polarizability due to the orthogonality requirement of the electronic wavefunctions.
This e¤ect is entirely electronic and involves no distortions. Several theories have already
predicted this e¤ect using the spherical jellium model[86][73][35]. More specically, note
that the local maxima of the polarizability occur at the cluster sizes where a new shell is
opened with the principal quantum number 1 (see Figure 70).
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Figure 68: Polarizability per 3s electron of neutral (dots, from [58]) and charged sodium
clusters ( Na+x , open circles, [92] and this is also the source of this gure). The plot for
neutral clusters has been shifted by one mass, so that clusters with the same number of
valence electrons are vertically above one another.






Figure 70: A theory predicted oscillation in the polarizability curve of alkali clusters (scaled
to the bulk polarizability classic). All clusters are assumed to have a spherical shape. The
arrows indicate the opening of a new shell right after a shell closure. From Ref. [86].
Puska et al. performed a LDA spherical jellium calculation and predicted the polar-
izabilities for alkali and aluminum clusters[86] (see Figure 70 for a prediction of lithium
clusters). The theoretical polarizabilities of the predicted closed-shell clusters emerge as
local minima and maxima in the polarizability curve. Therefore we can compare our result
with theirs, Fig 71. From this theory we can write down the electronic shell conguration[66]





















Bar lines correspond to the magic numbers we identify in our measurement. The numbers
above and below the bars correspond to the maxima and minima in polarizability. The
opening of a new shell occurs right after a shell closure at the bars.
The reason that the polarizability curve has oscillations can be understood from the
following argument. First if we look at the electronic conguration Eq. 111 and the theo-
retical polarizability curve in Fig 70 we will notice that the polarizability maxima always
precede the opening of the next angular momentum shell with principal quantum number 1.
And the polarizability minima always precede the opening of shell with principal quantum
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number 2. For example the next electron added to the system after 70 opens the 1h shell
, and the next electron added to the system after 106 opens the 1i shell. And minima at
34, 58, 92 and 138 open the second principal quantum number states 2p, 2d, 2f and 2g.
It is when lling the states with rst principal quantum numbers that the polarizability
curve decreases, and lling a level with principal number 2 will cause the polarizabilities
to increase. This is because when lling the states with second principal quantum number
(when n=2) the electronic wavefunctions are required to be orthogonal and in order to
remain orthogonal the radial part of the electronic wavefunction must extend outward and
thus increase the spillout[73]. This will give rise to a larger polarizability, which is a mea-
sure of the extent of a wavefunction. When lling the states with rst principal quantum
number there are no angular momentum states with smaller principal quantum number.
So the polarizability per atom will decrease due to the decreasing surface to volume ratio.
This explanation is tentative and requires deeper theoretical study.
To elucidate the idea, Figure 71 shows the predictions for sodium, lithium and aluminum
clusters polarizabilities compared with our measurements. The oscillation amplitudes of the
predictions seem to describe the trend in the experiment without any need to invoke the
clusters deformation. The predictions agree very will with the observations up to sizes of
198. However the predicted polarizabilities for the sodium are systematically about 25%
lower than our sodium observation.
Our result is probably the rst complete polarizability measurement that enables the
theorists to study this intermediate size range. For large clusters our observed magic num-
bers di¤er from the theoretically expected values by one or two atoms. This is not surprising
when one looks at the magic number table (Figure 1), deviations can be found among large
cluster sizes. At higher temperature BjØrnholm explained this in the following way. With
an increasing number of shells, conned to an energy interval about equal to the Fermi en-
ergy / number of atoms, the gaps at the closed shells will slowly diminish as size increases.
At nite temperature electrons can be excited across the gaps, and this tends to smear out
the magic numbers[18]. In our low temperature measurement we expect the clusters to be
in their electronic ground state for all sizes up to 300 atoms so the most likely explanation
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for the apparent deviation is the experimental uncertainty in determining the maxima or
minima.





















Figure 71: Polarizability ratio curve =bulk from our result and from the spherical jellium
theoretical predictions. The =bulk is essentially (1 + =R)
3 so this gure gives us an idea
how does the spillout scale with the size when compared to the bulk counterpart.
The maxima in the polarizability curve should keep follow the orthogonality requirement
when the size gets larger. Unfortunately for cluster sizes of 260 and above we lose precision
due to the limitation in determining the mean of our beam prole. We suspect the next
maximum should come in around 220 atoms. I could not nd any theoretical prediction
larger than Eq. 111 and Figure 71. It would be very interesting experiment to check the
correspondence of these oscillations for larger cluster sizes. (Another interesting data point
is cluster size 120, for every experiment we ran the polarizability curve seems to consistently
give a peak at cluster size 120. With 119 electrons the cluster is actually the half-full 1i
level, see Eq. 111, after the closure at 106.)
There is further experimental evidence which suggests cluster sizes 70, 106, and 152
have special properties. In 1999, BjØrnholm obtained the separation energy for the sodium
clusters [17] from vacuum evaporation (See Figure 28). At that time they realized the
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separation energy curve shows maximum at the magic numbers 58, 92, 138 and 192, meaning
that these clusters need more energy to dissociate than their nearest neighbors. These are
consistent with the higher stability of the closed shell magic number clusters. However,
what they did not realize is that, as we closely observe the curve, the minima in the curve
correspond to those clusters show a local maxima in our polarizability measurements, that is,
the sizes 70, 106 and 152. The minima in separation energy suggest that they are relatively
unstable (need comparably smallest amount of energy to dissociate). At that time theorists
tried to obtain the experimental separation energy with a model of deformed shape but
could not get a very satisfactory result[17] (see Figure 73). Also the oscillation pattern we
see in the separation energy curve closely follows the oscillations we have observed in the
polarizability.
Figure 72: Experimental separation energy as a function of size from the experiments.
The polarizability maxima numbers we observed actually correspond with the minima in
experimental shell energy. Figure is regenerated from[17].
So it seems that the polarizability curve and separation energy curve are somehow
related, although they result from very di¤erent physical processes. However if we just
focus on sizes 70, 106 and 1522, we can qualitatively describe the correlation between the
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these two properties. The separation energy depends most directly on the binding energy
of the atom in the clusters. The polarizability per atom is a measure of the volume of
the cluster. The cluster sizes which correspond to a local maximum of the polarizability
curve will have a larger volume per atom than their neighbors, and thus we would expect
the average bonding energy to have a local minimum because the atoms are less tightly
bonded. The binding energy will thus have a local minimum where the polarizability shows
a local maximum. So there is a possibility that these numbers (70, 106, 1522) could be
magic numbers, but because they have a minimum of the binding energy they do not stand
out in the mass abundance spectrum and ionization potential.
Figure 73: Experimental and theoretical shell energy as a function of size from the experi-
ments. The theory is based on a deformed clusters shape (lower graph)[17].
Another way to study the electronic shell structure is to measure the photo-electron
spectrum (PES). This has been carried out by von Issendor¤s group[61][10] on sodium
anion clusters. The magic numbers for the anion clusters are o¤set by one from the magic
numbers of the neutral clusters. This is clearly shown in the photoelectron spectrum[61].
Notice that for Na 70 they do not observe the opening of a new shell in the DOS. When
they compared with theoretical calculation the PES reveals that the atomic arrangement
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of Na 70 has a icosahedra core packing with a cap (three adjacent triangular atoms faucets).
However the orthogonality requirement is not considered in the model where DOS of Na 70
in the PES was obtained. There could be other e¤ects that the orthogonality requirement
will cause in the PES measurement.
Although a distortion from a sphere can further give rise to an enhancement in average
polarizability, the discussion in this section illustrates that there are other entirely electronic
explanations for the oscillations. There is much experimental evidence that smaller clusters
have non-spherical shapes, so these simple models which assume a spherical shape are not
directly applicable. Despite this the good agreement between the predictions of the spherical
jellium model and the experimental measurements suggests that the electronic explanation
holds for medium cluster sizes.
4.2 Upper Bound on Electric Dipole Moments of Sodium
Clusters
Our estimate of the electric dipole moments of sodium clusters are presented in Figure




= 2 (Poff )  2 (Pon)  2corr (112)
In the equation above corr represents the change in the prole width due to eld broadening
and other aberrations discussed in section 3.4.1.
Several measurements of the electric dipole moment are presented together to illustrate
the statistical variance in the measurements. The values oscillate around zero, which sug-
gests that the dipoles could be all zero or very small. The amplitude of the uctuations gets
larger as the size increases. This is due to the fact that in our measurement the broadening
of the beam prole is determined by the dipole moment per atom rather than the total
dipole moment. When we multiply the dipole moment per atom by the number of atoms to
get the total dipole moment, the small noise in the signal is also multiplied by the number
of atoms (see Eq. 53 for details). The dipole moment per atom is shown in Figure 76. The
important thing to note is the small magnitude of the moments even with the noise - for
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all cluster sizes less than 50 the total dipole moment is no more than 0.1 Debye.
Figure 75 presents a comparison between our result with the theoretical predictions
of Greiner et. al. [99] for the small clusters (N20). The experimentally measured dipole
moments are at least an order of magnitude smaller than the predictions. For certain cluster
sizes the theory predicted the existence of zero dipole moment isomers (they are indicated
by square at zero dipole moment). However, from cluster with sizes ranging from 11 to 18
atoms there are no zero dipole moment isomers and the dipole moment predicted are much
larger than measured in the experiment.
Figure 74: Electric dipole moments (EDMs) of neutral sodium clusters.
The only clusters we suspect to have a small dipole moment are Na3 and Na6. These
two will be discussed in the following section.
It is interesting that theories have predicted permanent electric dipoles exist in the alkali
clusters. This is contradictory to our basic intuition about metals. The presence of a dipole
moment implies the existence of large internal electric elds which should be screened by
the delocalized conduction electrons. The electric elds associated with an electric dipole
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Figure 75: EDM of the small sodium clusters (Na120) from the theoretical predictions[99].
Figure 76: EDMs per atom.
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moment in a cluster will cause a large potential di¤erence across the cluster. For example,
the predicted dipole moment P = 0:1 Debye in Na10, according to Eq. 6 in chapter 2,
would cause a voltage di¤erence V = 0:3 Volts across the cluster. The corresponding dipole
energy of 0:1 Debye is, according to Eq. 5, 3:4 meV. In contrast we nd that P < 0:05
Debye, so that V < 12 mV and dipole energy < 10 3 meV. Experimentally, for sodium
clusters at least, we found that the screening ability of the electrons is found to persist up
to the largest size. We propose that zero dipole moment is a requirement for the metallic
state even in tiny metal clusters. (This suggests that at low temperatures the Nb, V, and
Ta clusters are in a nonmetallic state because of their large electric dipoles[80][110].) The
measurement of dipole moments in alkali clusters is therefore very signicant for the study
of cluster metallicity and metal-to-insulator transitions.
Von Issendor¤ has proposed a denition of metallicity which compares the HOMO-
LUMO gap at EF with the Kubo gap for a given cluster size. If the HOMO-LUMO gap is
larger than the Kubo gap the cluster is said to be non-metallic. The HOMO-LUMO gap can
be measured by PES (Photoelectron Spectroscopy) [104]. Under this denition, some of the
sodium clusters, such as the ones with closed electronic shells will possess HOMO-LUMO
gaps larger than the Kubo gap and would be classied as insulators. We have observed no
dipole moments for the magic number clusters.
4.2.1 Possible Dipole Moment of Na6
For all of the Na clusters the magnitude of the broadening places a tight bound on the
value of their dipole moments. The one exception is Na6 where we observe a large loss
of area which is possibly due to the presence of an isomer with a dipole moment (see
Figure 41). Note that we havent observed the beam broadening signature associated with
a permanent dipole moment. Instead we observed a reduction in the intensity of the beam
when the electric eld is switched on. If the cluster Na6 has two structural isomers one
which possesses a dipole moment and one which doesnt, the intensity of the beam will be
depleted when the electric eld is turned on and the fraction of the beam with a dipole
moment is deected out of the beam. The residue is the isomer with zero dipole moment.
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Figure 77: Na6 cluster prole shows intensity reduction when the eld is on (blue) and o¤
(yellow) (this is raw data). If assuming two ground states in the beam and one of them
possesses EDM that can be deected out of the beam, then the thermal population ratio
give us the energy di¤erence between the two states 4E = 1.2 meV. Under the same run,
the proles of Na5 and Na7 are plotted in the insets of the gure for a comparison.
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Theorists have predicted the existence of these two isomers and their total energies (
atomization energies, or total binding energies)[90][40][27][85]. The theories seem to agree
and converge on two structures but they disagree in their bond lengths and EDMs. We
adopted the energies of these two isomers from [40]. The energies are 0.567 and 0.558 eV.
The energy di¤erence is 9 meV. The lower energy has the 3D structure (refer to Figure
78). The ratio of the thermal populations of these two states according to the Bolzmann
distribution in the cluster source between the two states will be e (9 meV=18 meV (=20 K)) =
0:0067 = 0:67%. This means at 20 K the dominant state should be the dipole one (100% 
0:67% ' 99%). The fact that we still observe some residual intensity of the higher state
indicates that the energy di¤erence might be smaller than the theoretical prediction. If we
convert the observe population ratio to the energy di¤erence we will get 4E should be 1.2
meV.
Figure 78: Ionic representation of the two energy isomers of Na6 from theoretical prediction
of [99].
This is probably the rst time the two energy isomers of Na6 have been experimentally
observed, and this observation supports the conclusion of the theorists.
Our beam intensity is weak in the size range 3  7 atoms. This seems to be a common
problem with a laser vaporization source, at least for alkali sodium clusters. Homer etc
also had the similar situation[51]. Due to lack of intensity further conclusions on Na3 and
Na6 will require more runs and possibly a di¤erent cluster source in order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 79: Another run (ahh series) showing intensity reduction on Na6. The intensity
ratio gives the enregy di¤erent very close to the previous.
4.2.2 A Short Look at Gold Cluster Au9
It is worthwhile to consider other types of metal clusters before we discuss the possible
origins of the EDM. One special case worthy of mention is the Au9 cluster. The Au9
beam prole shows a polarization distribution (logarithmic) characteristic of a dipole in
the deection experiment (see Figure 80). One can see that the beam is deected in both
directions (to the left and to the right, both high-eld and low-eld seeking). From the
polarization distribution section we can infer that the extent of the tail can be a rough
estimate of the magnitude of the dipole moment (in this case about 0.4 Debye, where the
x-axis has been converted to the dipole unit). From a more rigorous logarithmic tting
procedure, we conclude that the dipole moment is 0:420:02 Debye. (We convolved the o¤
peak with a logarithmic distribution to match the on prole, under a least square method.)
The measured polarizability of Au9 from the proles average deection is 7.96 Å3/atom.




(With the approximation that the cluster has a spherical shape. Even if this is not true it
will still be close. See the polarization distribution section for a full discussion). We nd
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the remaining polarizability is 65 Å3.
Figure 80: Gold cluster 9 show characteristic beam broadening of an intrinsic dipole mo-
ment. Estimated dipole is about 0.420.02 Debye. Beam temperature is 33 K.
Interesting enough Au9 had been predicted to have two energy isomers as well (as in
Na6 case). In the gold case both conformations adopt a planar structure (Figure 81). The
theoretical calculations for the energy di¤erence is 80 meV, which is close to 500 Kelvin in
temperature. So we observe only the ground state 9a which does indeed have dipole moment
of 0.32 Debye according to the theoretical prediction. There is no intensity reduction because
at the experimental temperature (33 K) only the ground state 9a will be populated.
The origin of the electric dipole moment for the homonuclear metal clusters is still a
topic of active debate. Here we introduce an interesting proposal from Professor Robert
Whetten, based on valence bond theory, made by McAdon and Goddard around 1985, for a
attened or planar structure of cluster [76][77][78]. The theory is based on a triangle system
consisting of three atoms. The bonded valence electrons will have a center of mass sitting
in the middle of the triangle.
For other types of homonuclear metal clusters, like transition or rare earth, we do observe
a beam broadening from case to case at low temperature under electric eld [Bowlan etc.,
to be published]. To mention a few: YN , HoN , CoN , RhN , BiN , PrN , TbN , TmN , ...
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Figure 81: Theoretically predicted ionic structure of the two low-lying energy isomers of
Au9 clusters. The energy di¤erence is 80 meV (~500 Kelvin). The corresponding dipole
moments of 9a and 9b are 0.32 Debye and 1.01 Debye respectively. (Private communication
with professor Hannu Haikkenan.)
In conclusion we have shown measured dipole moments of Na clusters and found that
they are in some cases an order of magnitude smaller than predicted. We believe that zero




A.1 Some facts about bulk sodium
MP: 370.87 K
BP: 1156 K
Debye Temperature: 158 K
Fermi energy: 3.23 eV
Wigner-Sietz radius: rws = 2.12 Å[100],
Fermi wavelength of elctrons in simple sodium metals F = (322=9)1=3rws = 3:28rws
For sodium atom the s electron provides about 98% of the total polarizability.
Bulk Sodium is BCC, large clusters 1000 - 10000 suspect to have FCC or icosahedral[75].
Figure 82: Sodium typical mass spectrum, with two inset showing left: the distance between
on and o¤ peaks in channels, and right: the corresponding polarizability.
Background Gas Scattering: Long Range London Dispersion Force. Slater-Kirkwood
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Figure 83: The width of the eld o¤ and eld on peak in mm position units. One can see
the increase in width as the size gets smaller.

















where A and B are the polarizability of the two scattering particles, NA and NB are the
number of valence electrons of the two particle individually, and v is the relative velocity
between the two scatterers. Please see [63] for a thorough discussion.
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Figure 84: Mass abundances with di¤erent ablation laser wavelengths. Higher photon
energy leads to more atoms evaporation and thus higher density and this gives rise to larger
cluster size distribution. Other conditions are kept as close as possible.
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A.2 Sodium clusters spectrum OPO di¤erent wavelenth pic-
ture
A.3 Langevin-debye response: thermal averaging
If we have a bunch of dipoles each with moment , the probability that dipole orient in 
and  + d is
e 
E()





E() =  E cos  (116)
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PHOTOABSORPTION OF SODIUM CLUSTERS
People now realize the collective oscillations of the electrons dominate the light response
properties of nite quantum systems such as nanoparticles, fullerenes[96] and nuclei. See
[14] for a review. It is found that same situation happes to the metal clusters. Instead of a
transition between allow quantum states, dipolar vibrations of delocalized valence electrons
in simple alikali metals clusters are observed. These had been extensively investigated both
experimentally and theoretically[62][97][107] since their rst observation 20 years ago.
Because the photoabsorption spectrum contains the geometry information of the clus-
ters, it will be useful to estimate the aspheriticity of the clusters and calculate the corre-
sponding contribution to the polarizabilities in our measurement. Photoabsorption cross-
section for neutral slodium clusters have been measured by [97]









The photoabsorption cross section of a cluster can be modeled as








2   (E i)2 (124)
fi Ei, and  i are oscillator strength, peak position, and the sidth of the single resonance.
If the cluster can be approximated by triaxial ellipsoid, one can generally relate Ei to the










Ek(E)dE for k>0 (126)
. For k = 0, one obtains the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule for the oscillator strength f,
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[92]. Often more than half of the oscilator strength are concentrated in a few peaks[97].
Photoabsorption cross-section for slodium clusters cations, Na+n , 46n664, have been mea-
sured at a temperature of about 105K and polarizabilities are obtained using the above
method.
Absorption cross section of Cs8, K9+, Na8, Na9+ are presented and the resonance
energeis are given in the table.
Figure 85: Giant resonances for 8-electron clusters (+)Cs8, ()K+9 , ()Na8, ()Na
+
9 . The
single peak put in evidence spherical symmetry. Source gure from [44]
Volume plasma in bulk metals cannot be excited optically because light waves are prop-
agated transversely, whereas the compressional plasma waves in an innite medium are
propagated longitudinally.Therefore volume plasma have been primarily probed by electron
energy-loss spectroscopy. however the situation becomes very di¤erent in nanoparticles,
even those of the same metal. When a boundary surface is present, the wave vector no
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longer remains a good quantum number, so in nite metal nanoclusters the compressional
volume plasmons are expected to become capable of couling to light[107]. The following
gure from [107] presents a suspected volume plasma(~4eV) exist in Sodium clusters Na20,
Na92 and several among 21 - 40.
Figure 86: Photoabsorption cross section of Na20, Na92 clusters showing possble volume
resonance (shaded region lower graph). Source is from [107].
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